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ABSTRACT
Macroscopic parameters for a description of the thermal neutron transport in finite
volumes are considered.
A very good correspondence between the theoretical and
experimental parameters of hydrogenous media is attained.
Thermal neutrons in the medium possess an energy distribution, which is dependent on
the size (characterized by the geometric buckling) and on the neutron transport properties of
the medium. In a hydrogenous material the thermal neutron transport is dominated by the
scattering cross section which is strongly dependent on energy. A monoenergetic treatment
of the thermal neutron group (admissible for other materials) leads in this case to a
discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results. In the present paper the theoretical
definitions of the pulsed thermal neutron parameters (the absorption rate, the diffusion
coefficient, and the diffusion cooling coefficient) are based on Nelkin's analysis of the decay
of a neutron pulse. Problems of the experimental determination of these parameters for a
hydrogenous medium are discussed. A theoretical calculation of the pulsed parameters
requires knowledge of the scattering kernel. For thermal neutrons it is individual for each
hydrogenous material because neutron scattering on hydrogen nuclei bound in a molecule is
affected by the molecular dynamics (characterized with internal energy modes which are
comparable to the incident neutron energy). Granada's synthetic model for slow-neutron
scattering is used. The complete up-dated formalism of calculation of the energy transfer
scattering kernel after this model is presented in the paper. An influence of some minor
variants within the model on the calculated differential and integral neutron parameters is
shown. The theoretical energy-dependent scattering cross section (of Plexiglas) is compared
to experimental results. A particular attention is paid to the calculation of the diffusion
cooling coefficient. A solution of an equation, which determines the cooling function, is
presented. On this basis the diffusion cooling coefficient is calculated for two hydrogenous
materials (Plexiglas, polyethylene). A method is presented to calculate the thermal neutron
energy-averaged (stationary and pulsed) parameters of a hydrogenous medium for which the
energy dependence of the scattering cross section is unknown. New effective scattering cross
sections of hydrogen are determined for this purpose.
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INTRODUCTION
The work is devoted to problems of experimental and theoretical research on
interaction (mainly scattering) of thermal neutrons within a certain volume of condensed
matter. Due to numerous consecutive collisions with nuclei present in the volume the
thermal neutrons sooner or later attain a distribution of their energies, even in the case when
the initial source is monoenergetic. Most often the thermal neutrons are treated as having
only a single, the so-called thermal, energy. Such an approach is very helpful in qualitative
analysis of the thermal neutron transport in complex systems (complex both in the geometry
and the material components). The monoenergetic treatment simplifies mathematics of the
system considered. The values of the macroscopic neutron parameters (the macroscopic
cross sections, the diffusion coefficients, etc.) are defined, however, for a determined energy.
In a more careful description, especially when calculational and experimental results are to
be compared, a doubt arises which energy should be used at such consideration. There is a
question whether to use the average or the most probable energy, to use the neutron
parameters defined for one of these energies or certain averages of the parameters, and so on.
No single universal prescription can exist because the use of relevant parameters is dependent
on a choice of the theoretical description, that means on the initial equation type, on its
treatment including physical models and further simplifying assumptions, on using the
neutron flux or density in the description, and other conditions. The energy averages, which
are needed in the calculation for a given material, can be obtained if 1) the energy
dependences of the participating cross sections are known and 2) the neutron energy
distribution in the system is found. In this respect, hydrogenous media are particular. The
energy-dependent thermal neutron scattering cross section for hydrogen nuclei forming parts
of different molecules is different because the scattering is strongly affected by the molecular
dynamics. Therefore, individual energy functions have to be known for a calculation. This
work is just oriented towards problems of the thermal neutron parameters for hydrogenous
media.
The transport of neutrons in a system of a certain volume is statistically described by
the transport equation which gives a relation between the neutron flux and the neutron
macroscopic parameters of the medium. A solution of the transport equation is always
difficult, and simplifying assumptions are used, relevant for a particular case.
For example, in the reactor physics the diffusion approximation was found sufficient,
and applied usually in the energy multigroup approach. The group fluxes were then used,
and the neutron parameters were defined for each group as the group constants. This
procedure included in the same manner also the lowest energy group, the thermal neutrons,
for which the so-called 'thermal cross sections' or 'thermal group constants' were defined.
The problem of a different energy dependence of the scattering cross section of hydrogen
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bound in molecules was known and taken into account in research of reactor materials. The
result was the determination of the microscopic 'thermal cross sections for hydrogen1 in light
and heavy water (averaged over the reactor neutron energy flux). This approach is sufficient
in calculations for reactors, collimators, protective shields, and other systems which can be
treated as infinite. It influenced later many considerations on the thermal neutron behaviour
in finite media, also in hydrogenous moderators. This method becomes, however, insufficient
to investigate thermal neutron fields in small systems.
Another, extremely different conditions for neutron scattering are observed at the
determination of the nuclear (double-) differential cross sections and the neutron diffraction
for research in the solid state physics by means of beams of thermal or cold neutrons. There
such very small volumes are used which allow to avoid (or at least to minimize) multiple
scattering. The observed signal is directly dependent on the neutron energy and the angle of
detection. The methods of those branches of the thermal neutron physics being, of course,
completely different from the reactor approach, are widely presented in the literature [e.g.
Squires (1978), Lovesey (1984)]. However, they are irrelevant for the consideration of the
thermal neutron transport in volumes which have a size of a few mean free paths or more.
It seems that nowadays an opportunity exists to use computer codes for particle
transport, based on the Monte Carlo method. Unfortunately, in spite of wide possibilities of
the codes, the attached libraries of the hydrogen scattering cross sections for neutrons in the
thermal region are very poor.
For example, the powerful MCNP code uses the
ENDF/B-originated libraries which contain the thermal data only for light and heavy water
and for polyethylene. A further disadvantage is (again due to insufficient data) impossibility
to perform calculations for thermal neutrons (even for the mentioned materials) in various
temperatures, different from 300 or 400 K.
Therefore, neither the methods of the reactor and neutron diffraction physics nor the
numerical codes allow to investigate the thermal neutron transport in hydrogenous media in
intermediate volumes of the matter.
The scope of the paper is the description of the thermal neutron fields (in particular, the
pulsed fields) in finite volumes. A special case is created by the thermal neutron behaviour
in a system of the size of a few transport mean free paths. Such a system is too big from the
point of view of neutron diffraction physics and too small from the point of view of the
reactor physics. Therefore, they require a qualitatively different approach. At a deeper
analysis in this case, the following circumstances have to be underlined. The thermal
neutrons in the infinite non-multiplying homogeneous medium are in thermal equilibrium
with the medium. Their energy distribution (under certain physical conditions) is then the
pure Maxwellian distribution. The distribution in a finite medium is perturbed because of the
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leakage of neutrons from the volume. As far as the media are considered that are
characterized by scattering cross sections independent of neutron energy, the thermal group
cross sections are defined independently of the infinite or finite medium case, and a single
energy can be used. For hydrogenous media both the energy dependence of the scattering
cross sections and the deformation of the thermal neutron spectrum has to be included into
consideration.
The method, which is used in this work for a macroscopic description of the thermal
neutron behaviour in relatively big limited volumes, is based on the simplest form of the
Boltzmann transport equation for neutrons, on the diffusion equation. The appearing thermal
neutron parameters are defined taking into account the existence of the neutron energy
distribution. The diffusion equations resulting from the Boltzmann equation for the
stationary case and for the exponential time-dependent case (with use of the dynamic neutron
parameters) are introduced in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, a background and a development of
the idea of the pulsed neutron experiment are outlined from the present-day point of view.
To get a well-defined relation between the experimental and theoretical parameters, the
conclusions resulting from Nelkin's approach to the analysis of a decaying neutron pulse are
adduced. The thermal neutron diffusion coefficient, the diffusion constant, and the diffusion
cooling coefficient are defined in a relation to the energy-dependent macroscopic cross
sections for scattering, transport, and absorption. Other definitions, which do not result from
this uniform analysis, are also mentioned.
On this background, Author presents in Chapter 3 the problems which he met in his
experimental work with the pulsed neutron fields, especially in hydrogenous media.
Plexiglas is chosen as an example material. Also a transmission experiment made by Author
to get first data on the energy dependence of the microscopic scattering cross section of
Plexiglas is referred. This subject was later developed by other authors.
In Chapter 4, approximations for the micro- and macroscopic thermal neutron
parameters are mentioned. The Author's work to get new effective scattering cross sections
for hydrogen is presented. These cross sections are relevant for a calculation of the
energy-averaged thermal neutron parameters for hydrogenous mixtures when exact energy
dependences of the scattering cross sections of individual hydrogenated components are
unknown.
An approximate calculation of the thermal neutron diffusion cooling coefficient for a
given material is possible when the macroscopic energy transfer kernel is known. In order to
calculate this coefficient using a more advanced theoretical approach it is also necessary to
know the diffusion cooling function which describes a deformation of the thermal neutron
energy spectrum in finite systems. A method to solve an equation which determines this
function was elaborated by Author and is presented in Chapter 5.
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A good theoretical description of the scattering kernel for hydrogen nuclei bound in
different molecules is a serious problem. In the last decade Granada's synthetic scattering
model was developed. From the time when its principles were presented, it was changed and
improved in certain details, which were not published (Some authors used then in their
calculations the primary version). Basing on original papers and on a close collaboration
with the authors of the model, Author decided to elaborate a complete, uniform, and up-dated
version of the formalism of the model. Some expressions (e.g. for phononic terms and higher
order terms), based on initial general formulae, can be obtained in various versions. The
version given here in Chapter 6 is presented according to Author's elaboration. This chapter,
as compared to the others, is quite extensive for the following reasons. First, to describe only
certain extensions and improvements would be not understandable. Second, Author's
intention was to collect together a full description of the model. And third, tests, which are
described in Chapter 7, need a reference to details of the model. The description is
completed in the Appendix by a relation between the synthetic model and the free gas model.
Up till now, there was no systematic investigation of the sensitivity of calculated
thermal neutron parameters to certain variants of Granada's synthetic scattering model. Such
a work has been performed by Author and is presented in Chapter 7 (again on the example of
Plexiglas). The version of the model, which is most appropriate for the calculation of the
thermal neutron pulsed parameters, is established. Later, Author's applications of the
synthetic model to the calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficients for hydrogenous media
are presented. Although Nelkin's principles were published in sixties nobody has performed
such a calculation using this consistent method. Probable reasons are that the theoretical
neutron scattering kernels covering full slow-neutron energy interval for these materials were
not known, except for water, and that computer possibilities were insufficient for the purpose.
Regarding the terminology used in the paper, some explanation seems to be required.
In fact, no sharp definition of thermal neutrons exists. Neutrons are generally divided in
different energy groups, depending on a particular problem and the approach. Amaldi (1959)
[p.505] states that the expression "thermal neutrons" refers to neutrons of energy E of the
order of k T (where T is the temperature of the medium), i.e. 0.025 eV. Squires (1978),
referring to neutron sources at a reactor, distinguishes for low-energy neutrons the following
three groups: cold (0.1 - 10)-10-3 eV, thermal (5 - 100)-10-3 eV, and hot (0.1 - 0.5) eV.
Lovesey (1984) puts a definite boundary (10~2 eV) between cold and thermal groups and
adds epithermal group above 0.5 eV. Kielkiewicz (1987) [p.79] divides all neutrons in nine
very detailed groups (five for slow neutrons among them), in which the thermal neutrons
belong to interval (5 — 500) lO"3 meV. In the present work, slowing-down and
thermalization effects are not considered. The description is directed to thermal neutron
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scattering in non-crystalline media, and the scattering model used is valid for neutrons of
energies below 100 eV. Therefore, the following nomenclature is assumed:
slow neutrons:
-lO" 4 eV < E < 100 eV,
thermal neutrons: 5 • 10"4 eV < E < 0.5 eV.
The term "thermal neutron parameters" is used very general. It includes as well the "thermal
constants", the absorption-diffusion average and energy-dependent macroscopic parameters,
as the microscopic energy-dependent cross sections and scattering kernels for thermal
neutrons. In particular items of the paper it is always clearly said which parameters are just
considered.
The "hydrogenous material" means a material which consists of at least one component
which is the compound that contains hydrogen in its molecule. The shortened expressions,
"neutron scattering on bound hydrogen" or "scattering on hydrogen atoms in molecules" are
used sometimes through the text instead of a long precise formulation "thermal neutron
scattering on hydrogen nuclei in atoms which are bound in a molecular structure".
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1. BASIC RELATIONS FOR THE THERMAL NEUTRON TRANSPORT
The interaction of neutrons with matter can be investigated in different experimental
and theoretical ways. One of them derives from a statistical description of free particles
traveling through a volume of a medium, and certain aspects of such a treatment are
considered in this work. Furthermore, the consideration is limited mainly to the thermal
neutrons in such media where only neutron scattering and absorption is observed, the
interacting nuclei are stable (no radioactive decay, no fission). The neutron density is always
so low in comparison to the density of scattering centers in the volume that neutron-neutron
interaction is fully negligible.
The scattering and absorption characteristics for a single reaction of the neutron with a
nucleus are completely defined by the relevant microscopic cross sections. The transport of
neutrons in big volumes of matter involves successive collisions with nuclei. They represent
various types distributed spatially in the volume considered.
Therefore, rather the
macroscopic cross sections (and other macroscopic parameters) are adequate for a description
of the neutron population (the neutron density or flux) in the volume. Then, based on the
balance of number of neutrons in the volume dV [e.g. Beckurts and Wirtz (1964), Williams
(1971)], the neutron transport equation (the Boltzmann equation) can be formulated:
l_ d<t>(r,n,E,t) + Q VcD(r,Q,£,0 + Zt(r,£,f) <D(r,Q,£,0 =

= [ [l(r, Q'->Q, £'->£, t)&(r,Q',E'j)dQ'dE' + s(r,&,E,t),

(1.1)

1

Q E'

where
r — space coordinate,
Q. — neutron traveling direction,
E — neutron energy,
v — neutron speed,
t — time,
and s(r,Q,E,t) is the neutron source, <&(r,Q,E,t) is the neutron flux per unit solid angle per
unit energy interval at position r at time t. The flux is related to the neutron density n:
r,Q,£,0 = vn(r,Q,E,t) .

(1.2)

is the macroscopic total cross section,
,

(1.3)

where 2 is the absorption cross section, 2 is the total scattering cross section, and
3
SS
Z(r, Q'—>Q, E' —>E, t) is the double differential scattering cross section, called the scattering
kernel. The macroscopic cross sections, E = i! a , are referred to the relevant microscopic
cross sections a by the volume concentration Jlf of the nuclei.
X

The transport equation (1.1) describes a general case. The treatment of any particular
problem depends on many factors: the initial and boundary conditions, the source type, the
neutron properties of the medium, and finally on the physical-mathematical assumptions
made in order to solve the equation. Function s(r,Q,E,t) is defined by the type of the
neutron source present in/at the medium (point, planar, or volume source, source-free
medium, the stationary or modulated source, etc.). A dependence of the cross sections
2 (r,E,t) on all variables is seldom observed. Usually, they are independent of time and in
homogeneous media they are independent of r. If an inhomogeneous medium is investigated,
which consists of homogeneous zones (regions), the cross sections are independent of r in
each separate region. Therefore, the cross sections are most often functions of energy only.
A special case is created by randomly distributed inhomogeneities, as in grain or porous
media [Gabanska and Krynicka (1988), Buckley et al. (1993)]. Such a type of heterogeneity
is not considered in this work. A description of the flux <!?(r,Q,E,t) cannot be usually
simplified so much. In a stationary case, the flux is independent of time. In many cases the
flux integrated over directions Q is considered and the space-, energy-, and timeseparability is assumed:
.

(1.4)

The most simplified form of the Boltzmann equation is represented [e.g. Beckurts and
Wirtz (1964)] by the neutron diffusion equation (equivalent to the Pj approximation of the Pn
theory) for the stationary case:
VD(r)V<Xr)-2 (r)<ftr)+ *(/•) = 0 ,

(1.5)

a

where

D is the neutron diffusion coefficient,

D = l/[3(2 +2 )], with 2
a

tr

being the
tr

transport cross section. Eq. (1.5) has been formulated for monoenergetic neutrons, which
means that D and 2 are constants. It can be also used in one- or multi-group treatment
with respect to the neutron energy if the parameters D and 2 are defined as certain
energy averages for the groups. Eq. (1.5) for the medium, which is homogeneous or
regionally homogeneous, is:
V2<ftr) _ K 2 ^ ) + i ^

= 0 ,

(1.6)

where
K2

= L

(1.7)

If
contains the neutron diffusion length L defined by
L2 = — .

(1.8)

The coefficient —K is expressed by the material properties of the medium and called the
material buckling:

For neutrons in a source-free medium, Eq. (1.6) takes the form of the Helmholtz
equation:

V20(r) - xfyr) = 0 ,

(1.10)

and defines the eigenfunction problem:
V2<Kr) + B2 <p(r) = 0 .

(1.11)

The eigenvalues B2 are determined by the geometrical boundary conditions (that the
asymptotic neutron flux vanishes at the effective boundaries of the medium) and the lowest
one, B2 = B2 , is called the geometric buckling of the system. It is defined for simple
shapes (as slab, parallelepiped, sphere, cylinder) by known formulae.
For the non-stationary case in the source-free medium (as after the neutron burst) the
transport equation (1.1), integrated over neutron directions and energies, leads [Beckurts and
Wirtz (1964)] to the following expression:
= _2 a (r,r) <Kr,t) + D V2<ftr,0 ,

(1.12)

where D and 2 are the averages over the spectrum (J)(£) and - stands for the average of —.
The fundamental mode of the time-dependent flux (p(t) in Eq. (1.4) is assumed as

(1.13)
where A is the fundamental decay constant (see Eq. (2.9)). This leads to an equation of the
Eq. (1.1 l)-type, from which:

A0 = vZ a + vDB

(1.14)

This formula became a base for the pulsed neutron experiment.
Eq. (1.12) with assumption (1.13) can be utilized for a description of the thermal
neutron field in multi-region pulsed systems:
V2d).(r) + B2Mr) = 0 ,

(1.15)

where j enumerates the geometrical regions, and the neutron diffusion dynamic parameters
J2 2 D ) are defined in the manner used by GrosshOg and Ronnberg (1971):
2 ,.

D,. =
dj

j - .

(1.18)

3(z . + z . - m
try

a/

V

The decay constant A is common for the whole system and connects in one set the
equations for individual regions j .
The diffusion approach, Eqs (1.6), (1.11), (1.15), is adequate for infinite or big
volumes. In bounded media the asymptotic neutron flux is still well approximated by these
formulae if some improvements are made (problem of the extrapolation length in the
boundary conditions for the flux, problem of the diffusion cooling of the thermal neutron
spectrum). Then the approximation can work well even for volumes which are only a few
diffusion mean free paths in size.

2. THERMAL NEUTRON PARAMETERS FOR A MEDIUM
BY EXPERIMENT AND BY THEORY
This work is mainly oriented onto a relation between the thermal neutron parameters
measured in pulsed experiments and the parameters obtained from a theoretical description of
neutron scattering in condensed matter. Therefore, the term "thermal neutron material
parameters" will often stand for general, that means including the pulsed parameters, the
so-called thermal constants, the calculated integral parameters, and differential and total
scattering cross sections.
The pulsed neutron experiment was developed for needs of research on the nuclear
reactor materials and it preceded to some extend a theoretical study for neutrons in this
respect. Later it started to exist on its own, making sometimes a confusion over the
theoretical-experimental correspondence.
In this chapter the principle of the pulsed
experiment is shortly presented and main principles of a theoretical analysis are shown, to get
consistent definitions of the parameters in question.

2.1. The pulsed neutron experiment
Eq. (1.14) obtained in the frame of the diffusion theory is the base for the pulsed
neutron experiment on a homogeneous medium. Let us rewrite it in the form:
A. = A +W2,
U

(2.1)

a

where A is the thermal neutron absorption rate (which contains the absorption cross section
2 ) and D contains the diffusion coefficient D for the neutron flux and can be regarded as
the diffusion coefficient for the neutron density. The idea of the variable buckling
experiment is very simple. The investigated volume is characterized by the geometric
buckling B2. The system is irradiated by a burst of either 1) thermal neutrons or 2) fast
neutrons, especially if the medium in the system is a good moderator. In the second case the
neutrons are thermalized inside the volume investigated. The thermal neutron flux, which
decays in time, is observed and registered. Then the fundamental decay constant An is found
from the decay curve. In the next step the buckling is changed. As said, the geometric
buckling B2 is related to the geometry of the system, and its change means simply a change
of the size of the investigated material. The decay constant is measured again. In
consecutive steps a set of values {B2., A } is obtained and a fit to Eq. (2.1) gives the neutron
parameters A and D.
However, the following problem appears when the experiment is made in a geometry

of a small size. An increase of the buckling corresponds to a decrease of the size of the
medium. Then the thermal neutron leakage from the system increases and the neutron
temperature deviates from the equilibrium temperature in the infinite medium and the value
of the diffusion coefficient changes. This phenomenon is called the diffusion cooling, and
the following correction was introduced in the fifties [cf. Beckurts and Wirtz (1964)]:
V = DO-CB2

,

(2.2)

where Do is the diffusion constant at zero buckling (for the infinite volume) and C is the
diffusion cooling coefficient. Thus the thermal neutron parameters are obtained from a fit of
the parabola
A = A +DOB2-CB4
U

(2.3)

&

to the experimental data {B2, A }. This approach became a fundamental prescription for
experimenters and was commonly used in numerous experiments, even in the seventies
[Yurova and Pankratenko (1975)], although already Sjostrand (1959b) found the relation (2.2)
inaccurate and changed it to
T) = D0-(C~a)B2

,

(2.4)

introducing a correction term a, and applied the idea in experiments [Sjostrand (1959a),
Sjostrand et al. (1959)].
Another development of the term which includes the diffusion cooling was used in a
theoretical analysis by Nelkin (1960a) in which the correction a is also a function of the
buckling B2 (The principles and results of the analysis are presented in the next section).
While using Eq. (2.3) as a certain rule independent of a context, some experimenters
arose a doubt on the relation of the absorption cross section 2 to the measured value A
(cf. Eq. (1.14)). The misunderstanding [e.g. Butland and Chudley (1970) and Bowen and
Scott (1969)] was on averaging (Av)*) the absorption rate over the thermal neutron energy
distribution:
A = Av(u£ )
a

a

or

A = Av(u) Av(2 ) .
a

(2.5)

a.

*)
I have used a general symbol Av(x) for the averages to avoid here a consideration on averaging over
the thermal neutron energy flux or density distributions, distinguished later in the paper by
respectively.

(x)

and

x,

A proper relation in this case also results from Nelkin's (1960a) analysis.
The most serious problem for the experiment arises from the definition of the
geometric buckling by Eq. (1.11). The asymptotic neutron flux 0(r) has been assumed to
vanish at certain effective boundaries of the system and not at the real geometrical
boundaries. This means that formulae for the buckling in particular geometry contain the
geometrical dimensions of the body, increased by extrapolation distances. The problem is
known as "the vacuum boundary conditions for the neutron flux" (the Milne problem for a
half-space). Generally, any extrapolated dimension I (where the neutron flux is assumed to
vanish) can be expressed as
t = I +d( ,
where I

(2.6)

is the geometric dimension and d. the extrapolation distance related to this

dimension. The extrapolation distance is proportional to the transport mean free path /

for

thermal neutrons in the medium:

and finally can be regarded as proportional to the diffusion constant being just measured
(through the consecutive dependences: mean free path — diffusion coefficient — diffusion
constant):
dt = kdDo .

(2.8)

The proportionality coefficient, k. or k „ depends on the theoretical model assumed (here the
hydrogenous medium is a particular case), and on the size and curvature of the surface of the
investigated volume [cf. Pomraning (1963), (1969), Sjostrand (1977)]. Some more details are
given in Section 3.1 in the description of the example experiment.
The problems mentioned above imply that the thermal neutron parameters measured in
the variable buckling experiment are never purely experimental but always subject to certain
theoretical assumptions necessary in the interpretation of the measurement. Therefore, a
great care should be kept to have well defined relations between the experiment and theory.
The last but not least problem in the pulsed neutron experiment is to determine
properly the fundamental mode decay constant A from the registered curve. The
determination can be easily perturbed by the existence of higher modes, by the background
and by the counting statistics [Drozdowicz et al. (1993a), Drozdowicz et al. (1993b)].

2.2. Outline of the analysis of the decaying neutron pulse
Let us consider isotropic scattering of neutrons in a homogeneous non-multiplying
source-free medium. The medium has been irradiated by a fast neutron burst. After a certain
time, a thermal neutron decaying flux ®(r,Q,E,t) is observed. As said, the Boltzmann
equation describes the flux in the medium. Eq. (1.1) can be integrated over all directions,
using a development of the flux in the Legendre polynomials, truncated after the second
term. The space-, energy-, and time- separability of the integrated flux is assumed, Eq. (1.4).
The temporal part of the flux is basically described by a sum of the decaying exponential
modes. Following Corngold et al. (1963), Corngold and Durgan (1966), Corngold (1965),
and Kazarnovskii (1972), it can be written as

(p(t) = lAkt'Xkt

+ J/i(A)e'A/dA ,

(2.9)

where A^ is the decay constant of the £-th mode thermal neutron flux with the amplitude Ak,
and A(A) is a function of the continuum spectrum of the solution above Corngold's limit A
[Corngold (1964), Corngold and Michael (1964)]. In the present consideration we are
interested in the fundamental mode only:
(pit) - e " ^ .

(2.10)

The mentioned assumptions and steps lead [Nelkin (1960a), Williams (1966)] to
formulate a relation between the neutron parameters of the medium, the neutron energy
distribution, and the decay of the fundamental mode flux in a volume defined by the
geometric buckling. The relation is:
^ + Z (E) + L {E) + D{E)B

(}>(£) = o(p(£j ,

(2.11)

where:
D(£) =

and B

*)

l

-

,

is the geometric buckling*). The scattering (or thermalization) operator

The concept of the buckling B2 is used not only in the diffusion approach. The buckling approximation

can be also used for the angular distribution of the neutron flux [Makai and Sjostrand (1996)].
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(2.12)

(2.13)
0

shows the difference between the number of neutrons scattered into energy E and those
scattered out, where
ZJE',E) = 2 (£'->£)

(2.14)

is the zeroth-order term of the energy transfer kernel in the Legendre development. The
integration is as usual extended from zero to infinity in order to simplify the analytical
calculation. This is possible because any energy spectrum of thermal neutrons which is close
to a thermal equilibrium with the medium vanishes exponentially for £—»<».
The fundamental decay constant A is developed in a series of B2 powers:
AQ = Aa + D0B2 - CB4 + FB6 - ...

(2.15)

The flux energy distribution is developed in a similar way:
<b(E) = <bJE) + B2<kJE) + B%A (E) + ...
U

VZ

(2.16)

4

Now, both the series are inserted into Eq. (2.11). Then the coefficients at equal powers of
B2 are equated, which yields:

(2.17.1)

- ^ ] <J>0(£) = S<}>2(£)

D(E) - ^ j ^ ( / r )

(2.17.2)

=

Scj)4(E)

(2.17.3)

(2.17...)
The set of Eqs (2.17) obtained determines the thermal neutron diffusion parameters (A , Do,
Si

C, ...) and the components (|) (E) of the energy distribution

Eq. (2.17.1) in the case of a — dependent absorption cross section gives:
A =«!(£)
21

(2.18a)

3.

and
S<j>0(£) = 0 ,

(2.18b)

which means that the number of in-scattered and out-scattered neutrons at energy E is
balanced. This equilibrium corresponds [Williams (1966)] to the eigenfunction:
<|>0(£) = M{E) ,

(2.19)

i.e. to the neutron energy distribution in an infinite medium (B2 = 0), where M{E) is the
Maxwellian flux distribution (normalized to unity):

E

M(E)dE = %r e
F

with

E

T

=

T
T

d£,

(2.20)

k T

B =\

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, m is the neutron mass,
and v

is the most probable velocity*) in the Maxwellian density distribution M (v) =

The absorption rate (the time constant in an infinite medium) is then expressed by

K =VTK = <UZa> '

(2 22)

"

where Z = S (u ) and (t>2 ) is the average weighted by the normalized Maxwellian
energy flux distribution, according to the following notation:

(x) = (x(E)) = \x(E)M(E)dE .

(2.23)

*)
The term 'velocity' and not 'speed' is customarily used in the international publications when it relates to
distributions of neutron speed. This convention is kept in this paper.
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When the function <|>0(£) is known it is easy to find the diffusion constant Do by
integrating over energy Eqs (2.17.2) and (2.17.3) and utilizing the relation:
00

[s<|)(£)d£ = 0

(2.24)

0

[cf. Eqs (2.13) and (2.28)]. Then

J°° D(E)M(E)dE
Do = &
=

rM(Ed

(D)

(l/v)

.

(2.25)

Eq. (2.25) gives a rigorous relation between the thermal neutron diffusion constant Do and
the diffusion coefficient D(E) defined in Eq. (2.12).
The validity of the dependences which result from the set of Eqs (2.17) is extended in a
quite exact way onto the case of the anisotropic scattering by introducing the transport cross
section:
\{E)

= [1-*>(£)] I s (£) ,

(2.26)

where b{E) is the average cosine of the scattering angle*). Then the thermal neutron
diffusion coefficient is defined as:

D(E) =

-

(2.27)

and can be used in Eqs (2.11) and (2.25) instead of the relation given in Eq. (2.12).
The scattering cross section 2 (£), which appears in the expressions, is defined by the
S

zeroth-order energy transfer kernel:

(2.28)

*)
The common notation, fi or ^ 0 , for cos(0) is avoided here in order to distinguish it from the symbols of
the effective relative mass used later within the synthetic scattering model.
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and the energy dependent average cosine b(E) of the scattering angle is given by

r i ( , )

b(E') = ^

,

(2.29)

where I^E'.Zs) is the first-order scattering kernel (in the Legendre development).
A further analysis of the set of equations (2.17) gives the expression for the diffusion
cooling coefficient:

The subscript
has been added here to emphasize that the result is obtained within the
diffusion theory approximation. A similar calculation performed by Nelkin (1960a) on the
basis of the transport theory gives Eqs (2.17.1) and (2.17.2) unchanged and the formula for
the diffusion constant Do remains the same. A difference appears in Eq. (2.17.3) which leads
to the expression for the diffusion cooling coefficient C given by a sum of two components:
C = CD + Ct,

(2.31)

where C is given as in Eq. (2.30), and the C contribution is caused by deviations from the
diffusion theory and is called the transport correction. It is insensitive to the deviation of the
neutron spectrum from the equilibrium distribution and is equal to

1

C. =
1

7 3 [D(E)f2f 44

<l/u>J

1

I D [ l - b2(E)] S s (£)

D

°l

M{E) d£ ,

(2.32)

v i

where b (£) is the second-order coefficient:

b(E')
2

= S—-±
.
JM Zn(E',E)dE
o
o

(2.33)

The C component is a correction to the diffusion cooling but its value can be either positive
or negative [Nelkin (1960a)] depending on a type of the energy dependence of the cross
section S (£).
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2.3. Other definitions of the diffusion and diffusion cooling coefficients
The analysis of a decaying neutron pulse, presented in the previous section, is a
consistent approach which defines theoretically the thermal neutron pulsed parameters and
their relation to the neutron cross sections and to results of the pulsed neutron experiment.
The relations for the transport cross section 2 and the diffusion coefficients, D and D o ,
are relatively simple. Even in this case, however, a confusion can happen. Namely,
sometimes definitions are applied like

D = -±- ,

(2.34)

used for rock materials [e.g. Czubek (1990)]. This definition comes from the consideration
of the stationary case and the symbols in the formula have the following meaning in the
sense of the present work: D should be understood as (D);
and is equal to ( l — £ ) 2 + £ ;
this is just

1/2

the notation 1/Z

X

includes also absorption

corresponds rather to <1/E ) (originally

which is defined and not the Z ). For most materials, when
11

IT

X (E)

is

S

almost constant (cf. Section 4.1), the differences in notations are of no importance. Eq. (2.34)
can lead to a mistake when applied without a context to a hydrogenous substance.
Another confusion can arise while looking at results of an approach in which the
thermal neutron density n(i>) has been used. Then usually the diffusion coefficient D is
used, which in the present nomenclature is D(v) = vD(v), and its average 2> over the
neutron density corresponds to the diffusion constant Do here.
The calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient C is quite difficult because not
only two terms, Z (E',E) and S (£",£), of the scattering kernel but also the cooling
function <L(E) have to be known. A solution of the relevant equation determining §J,E) is
presented by Author in Chapter 5.
In order to minimize necessary calculations, certain other definitions of the diffusion
cooling coefficient were in use. A very common approach is shown in Beckurts and Wirtz
(1964). The thermal neutron energy spectrum §(E) is assumed to be only slightly deviated
from the equilibrium spectrum. Therefore, it can be still represented by the Maxwellian [Eqs
(2.20), (2.21)] but with a shifted maximum, corresponding to the neutron temperature Tn
instead of the temperature T of the medium. Then the diffusion cooling coefficient
(expressed in the notations used in the present work) is given by
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(D)

2

d
1+2

'B
where JL
Maxwellian:

2

(2.35)

d ln(r n )

is the second energy moment of the scattering kernel averaged over the

= [ [ ( £ ' - E)2 X0(E',E) M{E') d£'d£ .

(2.36)

00
The final formula after Granada et al. (1987a) is

2

£2
(2.37)

with
r
O_

—
—

I D l r I (h — —n \ Ivil n\ fin
I LSyi-JJ \*-^ ^^ O^ / ^'* V. / Ui-/

•

(/ ^Xl
^L.JO^

0

In this approximation no additional calculation is needed when the kernel
known and the moment JC has been found.

SJE',E)

is

The simplest definition of the diffusion cooling coefficient has been given by
Kazarnovskii (1972). It can be considered as certain type of the variance of the diffusion
coefficient:

(2-39)

The original Kazarnovskii's (1972) treatment was performed using the velocity distribution of
the neutron density n(v). The above formula has been obtained by a re-calculation for the
neutron energy flux distribution §(E) and using the notation of the present work. The
coefficient 2v l\Jn that appears in definition (2.39) is equal to (\/x))~l, present in other
definitions, Eqs (2.30), (2.32), and (2.37). In Kazarnovskii's approach the scattering kernel is
not involved. It is sufficient to know only the energy dependence of the total scattering cross
section 2 (E) and of the average scattering cosine b{E), which define also the diffusion
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coefficient D(E). This approximation is rough and insufficient for hydrogenous materials.
A particular theoretical method exists in which no formula for the diffusion cooling
coefficient is used. Instead, the variable buckling experiment is simulated in the following
way. The decaying thermal neutron flux is calculated in a series of different volumes of the
material investigated, using an available model of the scattering kernel for the substance
[Griffing (1968), Dede et al. (1996)]. The geometric buckling B? i s defined for each volume
and the dependence A (#?) is obtained. The diffusion cooling coefficient, say C v is
obtained from a fit to Eq. (2.15). In this method the calculation is made using the well
defined geometric dimensions of the material but an uncertainty is added while calculating
the geometric buckling where the extrapolated dimensions have to be used.
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3. EXPERIMENTS ON HYDROGENOUS MODERATORS:
EXAMPLE OF PLEXIGLAS
One of the methods to determine the thermal neutron diffusion parameters is to perform
the pulsed experiment. It was used for various reactor materials: water, heavy water,
graphite, beryllium, etc. Another method is a scattering experiment to measure for a given
material the macroscopic scattering kernel or cross section dependent on the incident neutron
energy.
One of hydrogenous moderators is Plexiglas*), i.e. poly(methyl methacrylate), which is
known to have generally the thermal neutron parameters close to those of water, and is in
many experiments much more convenient for use. It is, for example, used as the outer
moderator in a method for measurement of the thermal neutron absorption cross section of
rock materials in a two-region geometry [Czubek et al. (1991), (1996)]. Water, used in a
pulsed method for measuring thermal neutron diffusion parameters of non-moderating media
by Deme"ny et al. (1988), was later substituted by Plexiglas [Dede et al. (1991)]. For a
theoretical base for those experiments, knowledge of accurate values of the Plexiglas
diffusion parameters is necessary. Unfortunately, up to the eighties the data for Plexiglas
were poor. The experimental results were too inaccurate due to experimental and
interpretational procedures available in that time.
Some experiments, which allow to determine certain thermal neutron parameters for a
medium, are shortly reported in this section, based on research just for Plexiglas. First, the
Author participated in a preparation, in performing, and the interpretation of the
high-accuracy pulsed experiment, resulting in a determination of the parameters (vL >, Do,
3.

C, F. Second, the Author made the first-in-the-world measurement of the total scattering
cross section a (E) for Plexiglas as a function of the incident neutron energy, at the nuclear
reactor. That experiment was also an inspiration for another group to perform the
measurement of the a (£) in a wider energy range with the time-of-flight method.

3.1. The pulsed neutron experiment for Plexiglas
The variable geometric buckling method to determine the pulsed neutron parameters
has been described in Section 2.1. Although idea itself is simple, some difficulties appear
during the experiment. An important problem creates the "independent" variable, the

Plexiglas is the trade mark. The name (sometimes deformed) is now commonly used for poly(methyl
methacrylate). Also other names or trade marks were or are in use, like Lucite, organic glass, Metaplex.
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buckling B2, which appears in formula (2.3) or (2.15) for the fundamental decay constant
X . This formula, written here as
An = A + DoB2 - CB4 + FB6 - O(fl 8 ).
U

(3.1)

Si

is used in the fitting procedure to determine the thermal neutron absorption rate (VZ ) , the
diffusion constant D o , the diffusion cooling coefficient C, and the correction coefficient
F. The buckling includes the extrapolation distance d. which is dependent on the diffusion
coefficient being just fitted [cf. Eqs (2.6) - (2.8)]. Therefore, always an iterative fit has to be
made to achieve a convergence of the obtained parameter D o and its value applied earlier to
calculate the bucklings B2. for the volumes used. Moreover, the value d. depends also on
the measurement geometry and on a coefficient which can differ depending on the theoretical
model applied. Finally, the assumed extrapolation distance influences the values of the
thermal neutron parameters obtained from the fit of Eq. (3.1).
Let us follow a possible solution of the problem on example of the experiment for
Plexiglas [Drozdowicz and Woznicka (1986), (1987)] in cylindrical geometry. Here the
geometric buckling is given by

where H and R are the extrapolated height and radius (cf. Eq. (2.6)) of the cylinder, and
y'o ~ 2.4048 is the first zero of the Bessel function JJx). The extrapolation distance d is
basically defined for the asymptotic flux in the Milne problem (the half-space with the
vacuum boundary conditions on the flat surface). In the case of a pure isotropic scatterer
with the scattering cross section 2 (E) = const., it is given by
dz = 0.71 / = 0.71 Z"1 .
o

(3.3a)

S

An extension for anisotropic scattering leads to

dz = 0.71 *(r = 0.71 Z^J ,

(3.3b)

dz = 2.13 D ,

(3.3c)

or

where also a weak absorption may be included into D.
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In the case of a hydrogenous medium the scattering cross section is strongly dependent
on the thermal neutron energy, and the mean free path / = / ( £ ) . The neutron population in
the medium is characterized by an energy distribution, and the extrapolation distance in this
case is usually approximated [based on Nelkin (1960b), Williams (1964)] by
4

= 0.76 </tr>

(3.4a)

4

= 2.28 <D> .

(3.4b)

or

In a form more adequate for the pulsed experiment it is:
4

= 2.28 (l/v) Do .

(3.4c)

The extrapolation distances dz and 4 above have been defined for the plane boundary
surface. A curvature of the surface creates a further problem, making the extrapolation
distance dependent on the shape of the surface. A simple formula for the extrapolation
distance dc in this case was found by Pomraning (1969):

where d is the extrapolation distance at the plane surface (dz or 4 ) anc* c is the mean
curvature of the surface in the point at which the extrapolation distance is added:

C = jfcmn + Cimx) •

(3-6)

All these remarks lead to the following extrapolated dimensions for a cylindrical
hydrogenous sample:
H = Hg + 2dH

(3.7a)

R = R +dR,

(3.7b)

dH = 4

(3.8a)

and

with

given in Eq. (3.4c), and
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(3.8b)

Here it is clearly visible that the independent variable B2 through the relation d = d{D0) is
a function of the parameter Do which is just to be determined. Additionally, the function
d(D0) is influenced by the theoretical model assumed for the extrapolation distance (dz or
dfr, and dc).

The measurement geometry is shown in Fig. 3.1. A fast neutron generator was used as
the pulsed source irradiating the cylindrical Plexiglas samples. The pulsed thermal neutron
field appeared in the samples due to the slowing-down effect. The samples were covered
with cadmium shields in order to fix the boundary conditions for thermal neutrons present in
the system. Pulses from the thermal neutron detector (He-3 detector) were stored in the
multichannel time analyzer (in the multiscaler regime). The measurement equipment used
was the same as described by Burda et al. (1982). The conditions of the measurement (the
pulsing parameters, the counting statistics) and of the analysis of the registered die-away
curve, to isolate the decay constant A of the fundamental mode thermal neutron flux (pit),
are interdependent. They were established according to the rules recapitulated by
Drozdowicz et al. (1993a,b). The experimental details (sizes of the samples, the pulsing
parameters, the time channel widths, etc.) were given by Drozdowicz and Woznicka (1986).
Interpretational conditions were discussed, such as the range of the geometric buckling, a
possibility of a three- or four-parameter fit, and the final results obtained are given in Table
3.1.
Boroted
paraffin

Thermal
neutron
detector

Plexiglass
cylindrical
sample

Cadmium
shield

Fig. 3.1. The measurement geometry [Drozdowicz and Woznicka (1987)].
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Table 3.1. The thermal neutron pulsed parameters for Plexiglas at 20 °C {Q = 1.178 g/cm3)
[Drozdowicz and Woznicka (1987)]
{•o\)
[s-i]

Do
[cm2s-i]

C
[cm4s-i]

F

Value P
Standard dev. a{P)

4120
30

37 312
100

6192
467

1203
400

Relat. dev. a{P)IP

0.73 %

0.27 %

7.5%

33%

Parameter P

[cm6s~1]

The high precision of the results was achieved owing to a large number of the
individual experiments and to a careful interpretation of the results. The thermal neutron
decay was measured for 30 cylindrical samples, twice up to four times for each one, creating
104 experimental points {B2., A . } . The correctness of the determined decay constant A
was confirmed in the following way. After a certain delay time (time of waiting) t0,
necessary for the higher modes to vanish, the decay of the thermal neutron flux (p(t) should
be well described by the fundamental mode, cf. Eq. (2.9). The decay constant A was
determined within a certain time interval Tw of the registered curve. Later the interval of
the analysis Tw was shifted along the curve and the decay constant An. was again
determined, creating finally a dependence AQ. = AQ.(to). In an ideal case it should be

\.(O =

const

-

In the real experiment this is fulfilled with a statistical accuracy, and if the delay time tQ is
too long then the background behaviour dominates the neutron decay.
Results of measurements by other authors are quoted in Table 3.2 with some additional
information on the experimental conditions, in particular on the extrapolation distance used.
Nobody earlier was able to determine the correction coefficient F, and the diffusion cooling
coefficient in early measurements was obtained with a poor accuracy. An interesting analysis
was made by Graff stein et al. (1966) who investigated the influence of the extrapolation
distance d on the neutron parameters determined, using two models for d (see Table 3.2).
The results given in Table 3.1 were obtained from measurements on cylinders of a
regular shape, i.e. // g = 2Rg. Sometimes a question about the shape effect on the buckling
was risen by experimenters. That problem was also considered in the work of Drozdowicz
and Woznicka (1987). The decaying thermal neutron flux was also measured for cylinders
with different ratios //g/(2/?g) < 1; the list is given in Drozdowicz and Woznicka (1986).
The decay constant A was determined in each case, first when using the standard delay time
t0 and, second, using a much longer delay. Let the delay be expressed in units x = I/A ,
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Table 3.2. Thermal neutron diffusion parameters for Plexiglas from other pulsed experiments.

Reference
Seeman K.W. (1959)
Copic et al.(1964)
Graffstein et al.
(1966)

Temperature
°C
not
reported
-26
not
reported

Geometry

Extrapolation
distance
model

cylindrical

0.32 cm

4300

34 000

0
±1360

rectangular

0.76/^

4015
±350

36 500
±2 000

2800
±2200

cubic or
near cubic

0.34 cm

4030
±150

36 300
±1500

5300
±1800

0

4030
±150

35 700
±1500

3510
±1800

-1240
±2000

4030
±150

36 200
±1500

5680
±1800

0

4030
±150

35 700
±1 500

4280
±1800

-940
+2000

C

F
[cm6s~1]

Yurova and
Pankratenko (1975a,b)

20.0

cylindrical

0.76/tt (?)

4110
±30

35 600
±300

6100
±500

Drozdowicz et al.
(1980)

19.5

spherical

d(R)

4120
±30

36 882
±314

71/10

±615

1.1 -

H9l2Rg

Fig. 3.2a. The ratio A/Ar versus tfg/(2/?g) for the delay time t0 = 1.5 A"-1
Experimental points: o 2/?g = 29.6 cm; • 2Rg = 17.0 cm.

Fig. 3.2b. The ratio A/Af versus Hg/(2Rg) for the delay time t0 « 4 A'1.
Experimental points: o 2/?g = 29.6 cm; • 2/?g = 17.0 cm.
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where A is the fundamental decay constant A calculated from Eq. (3.1), using the neutron
parameters obtained from the experiment in the regular geometry. The results A/A as a
function of the ratio //g/(2/?g) are shown in Fig. 3.2 for two values of the delay time t0.
The values A for a long delay time tend to A (although then the background becomes to
be the experimental problem). The conclusion is that some experimenters observed rather an
apparent decay constant A, coming from a contamination by higher-order modes, still
present at the time being longer than it is in the case of H&/(2Rg) = 1. This is an example of
the situation when the determination of the fundamental decay constant A is difficult and
the lack of an experimenter's experience can lead to incorrect results. A similar problem was
met by Author's co-workers in measurements on inhomogeneous samples [Gabanska and
Krynicka- Drozdowicz (1988)]. There was no information on such problem in the
experiment for Plexiglas by Yurova and Pankratenko (1975a,b), made in cylindrical geometry
with a variable ratio Hg/(2Rg).

3.2. Measurement of the total cross section with the transmission method using
monoenergetic neutrons
The pulsed experiment allows to determine the thermal neutron parameters integrated
over the neutron energy distribution. Then in neutronic calculations, in which the
energy-dependent scattering transport cross section is required, only an approximate
dependence can be applied (see Chapter 4). Such approximations are usually insufficient for
hydrogenous media. An example measurement is presented here as made by Author for
Plexiglas, for which the dependence S (£) was not earlier measured.
S

The experiment [Drozdowicz (1989a,b)] was based on a transmission measurement.
The total cross section X for Plexiglas was measured as a function of the thermal neutron
energy. An arrangement for a crystal spectrometer at the nuclear reactor was utilized to
obtain a beam of well-defined monoenergetic neutrons. The interval of available energies
was quite narrow because the neutron flux intensity at very low or high energies was
insufficient to perform measurements. However, the experiment gave results in the most
interesting interval of thermal energies.
The transmission measurement is based on the simple relation between the intensities
N and N of a collimated neutron beam before and after crossing a layer of the material
investigated:
N = NQeaI'1,

(3.10)

where 2 is the total macroscopic cross section, and a is the thickness of the material. In
practice, the intensities are measured with and without a sample placed between a neutron
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source and a neutron detector. The sample should be thin to avoid registration of neutrons
from multiple scattering.
The geometry of the measurement done for Plexiglas is shown in Fig. 3.3. The
monoenergetic neutrons were obtained from the neutron beam from the reactor (the R2
reactor in Studsvik, Sweden) by means of an arrangement for a neutron spectrometer based
on Bragg reflection. The Cu(220) double monochromator was used, completed by an
additional germanium monochromator removing a contribution from half the wave length.
Finally, the energy was defined with an accuracy better than 0.1 meV. The neutron
background was determined separately for each energy using a cadmium shield instead of the
sample. A 3He counter was used as the neutron detector. The counts N and N were
controlled by a BF 3 counter used as a monitor of neutron total counts. Two samples of
different thicknesses a were used (Sample 1: a = 0.816 mm, Sample 2: a = 1.049 mm,
o(a) = 0.002 mm).

PLEXIGLASS
SAMPLE

R2
REACTOR
ADDITIONAL
MONOCHROMATOR
OU
MONOCHROMATOR

Fig. 3.3. Geometry of the measurement (not in scale) [Drozdowicz (1989a)].

The total cross section Xt(EJ for a given neutron energy Em was determined from
Eq. (3.10), Et(£m) = - ^ ( A ^ j / M S j ) . Results of individual measurements and details of
the data treatment were given by Drozdowicz (1989a). The macroscopic total cross section
2 t (£) for Plexiglas was measured at room temperature as a function of the thermal neutron
energy from 15 to 80 meV. The values obtained are listed in Table 3.3. The microscopic
cross section CT((£) was calculated using the Plexiglas density Q = 1.1764 g cm-3 and the
molecular weight Aao\ = 100.12 .
The macro- and microscopic scattering cross sections, I (£) and a (E), can be
s
s
determined if the absorption cross section a is known. The energy dependent values
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Table 3.3. Macroscopic and microscopic cross sections of Plexiglas as a function of the
thermal neutron energy [Drozdowicz (1989a)].

Ia

a

a
a

s

[meV]

[cm-i]

[cm-i]

[cm-i]

[b]

15.0

3.949
0.037

0.025

3.924
0.037

558.1
5.2

3.5

554.6
5.2

20.0

3.606
0.036

0.021

3.585
0.036

509.6
5.1

3.0

506.6
5.1

25.0

3.458
0.038

0.019

3.439
0.038

488.7
5.4

2.7

486.0
5.4

30.0

3.269
0.048

0.017

3.252
0.048

462.0
6.8

2.5

459.5
6.8

35.0

3.127
0.092

0.016

3.111
0.092

441.9
13.0

2.3

439.6
13.0

40.0

3.008
0.035

0.015

2.993
0.035

425.1
4.9

2.1

422.9
4.9

45.0

2.866
0.033

0.014

2.852
0.033

405.0
4.7

2.0

403.0
4.7

50.0

2.830
0.037

0.013

2.817
0.037

399.9
5.2

1.9

398.0
5.2

55.0

2.704
0.039

0.013

2.691
0.039

382.1
5.5

1.8

380.3
5.5

60.0

2.664
0.037

0.012

2.652
0.037

376.5
5.2

1.7

474.7
5.2

65.0

2.585
0.048

0.012

2.573
0.048

365.3
6.8

1.7

363.6
6.8

70.0

2.430
0.028

0.011

2.419
0.028

343.4
4.0

1.6

341.8
4.0

75.0

2.420
0.066

0.011

2.409
0.066

342.0
9.3

1.6

340.4
9.3

80.0

2.438
0.043

0.011

2.427
0.043

344.5
6.1

1.5

343.0
6.1

[b]

[b]
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a (E) were calculated using the — dependence, based both on the absorption rate (vL )
measured by Drozdowicz and Woznicka (1987) and on the microscopic cross sections o° of
the contributing elements, taken from Mughabghab et al. (1981). The results were consistent
and the standard deviations equal to zero at the accuracy level achieved in the measurement
for the I (E^ values. The obtained energy-dependent scattering cross sections of Plexiglas
are given in Table 3.3.

• SEMI-THEORETICAL DEPENDENCE OF THE SCATTERING CROSS SECTION ON ENERGY

An effort was made to find a formula for the energy dependence of the scattering cross
section for Plexiglas. A model was constructed based on the relationship <JS(E) for the
scattering cross section resulting from the free gas model [cf. Appendix, Eq. (A. 14)].
Generally, it is not valid for hydrogenous materials. Author modified it for hydrogen to the
form:
(3.11)

where o"7f is the free scattering cross section for hydrogen, e = E/(kT),
relative-to-neutron nuclear mass, and the energy dependent coefficient
a = a{E)

A is the hydrogen

(3.12)

is introduced. Next, use is made of the observation that Plexiglas contains the CH and CH
groups in the formula of its repeating unit, CH2C(CH3)(COOCH3). Values of the energy
dependent total cross section a (E) for polyethylene, (CH ) , measured by Granada et al.
s

zn

(1987c) were utilized to calculate the a(E) function. Namely,
<fH\E)
t

= crCH2(£) + <TCH2(£) ,
3.

2

where a

(E) is given. The scattering cross section

J
where

(3.13)

S

o

,

(3.14)

(E) is the cross section of hydrogen in polyethylene and contains the sought
S

function a(E), according to Eq. (3.11). The formula for the carbon scattering cross section
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crC(E) = oCJE)
J
s

follows exactly Eq. (A. 14).

srsr

The absorption cross section a 2{E) was calculated from the microscopic cross
sections for carbon and hydrogen. The a(E) function obtained from Eq. (3.13) with Eqs
(3.14) and (3.11) was applied to calculate the total cross section a(E) for Plexiglas
according to the elemental composition:

5<f(E) + 2cr°(£)) ,

(Tt(£) =

(3.15)

where the oxygen cross section a (E) = a (£)•
The results of the measurement and of the calculation were compared and a
surprisingly good agreement was observed. Therefore, the energy dependent total cross
section was calculated for a much greater energy interval than measured. The result is
plotted in Fig. 3.4, where the experimental points are also marked. Additionally the line is
drawn that shows the dependence calculated from the pure formula of the free gas model, i.e.
when o(E) = 1 in Eq. (3.11) for the hydrogen scattering cross section.
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Fig. 3.4. Dependence of the total cross section <Tt for Plexiglas upon thermal neutron energy.
The curves are calculated from

Eq. (3.15), where OV(£) for Curve 1 is given by the modified formula,

Eq. (3.11), and for Curve 2 follows the free gas model, Eq. (A. 14); E = 0.0253 eV. The experimental
points from the present measurement are marked (+)

[Drozdowicz (1989a)].
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3.3. The total cross section for Plexiglass by the transmission experiment with the
time-of-flight method
Measurements in the experiment described in Section 3.2 were limited to neutron
energies between 15 and 80 meV. Another group [Sibona et al. (1991)] measured later the
energy-dependent total cross section £ ( £ ) for Plexiglas in a wider energy range, using a
different technique. A collimated slow-neutron beam was used from a set-up at the electron
linac. The total cross section 2 (E) for Plexiglas was measured in the transmission
experiment. All details of the time-of-flight experiment were given by Sibona et al. (1991).
The neutron energy spectra were measured for the open beam, for background, and when the
sample was placed between the collimator and the neutron detector bank (He-3 detectors).
Eq. (3.10) is a base for the data treatment when the intensities NJE) and N(E) have been
obtained. The final result, £ (£), is shown in Fig. 3.5. The referred experiment was
performed in the energy interval (10~3 — 10) eV. The results of Drozdowicz (1989b) have
been also included in Fig. 3.5, and both the sets in the common interval coincide very well.

T

T

•

A

This work
Drozdowicz

I

o

'—'

J

1

I

l__L.

0.01

0.1

ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 3.5. Measured macroscopic cross section of Plexiglas, plotted over an energy region
which includes the data due to Drozdowicz (1989b). The total error associated to each of our
data points is 1 % [Sibona et al. (1991)].
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4. APPROXIMATIONS
IN THE CALCULATION OF THE THERMAL NEUTRON PARAMETERS
The integral thermal neutron diffusion parameters, (vL > or (S >, Do or (£>), and
Si

Q.

C, for a material (even of an unknown elemental composition) can be found in the pulsed
experiment, as shown in Section 3.1. They are then sufficient to describe the thermal neutron
diffusion in that material in a pulsed or stationary system in another (finite or infinite)
geometry. The problem arises when not the diffusion coefficient but the transport (or
scattering) cross section is needed.
When a composition of the material is known the neutron parameters can be found
theoretically. An approach to the description of a difficult case, when thermal neutrons are
scattered on hydrogenated molecules, will be presented in Section 6. Here, some common
simple approximations for the calculation of the neutron parameters are mentioned, and a
new approximation for the thermal neutron energy-averaged scattering cross section and
diffusion coefficient in hydrogenous materials is presented.
Let us consider a non-crystalline homogeneous medium. The thermal neutron
macroscopic cross sections of the medium are available basing on its elemental composition
and on nuclear data tables which contain the microscopic cross sections for neutrons. The
absorption, scattering, and transport macroscopic cross sections 2 (£) of the medium are
A

related to the microscopic ones <7 .(£) of the components by the volume concentration of
nuclei. For a mixture of J chemical compounds [e.g. in Czubek et. al. (1991)] this leads to:
' />,,

2x(£) =

V1

ij

x

where N is Avogadro's number,
A

xi

q.
q. ,

(4.1)

J

q. is the weight content of the j-th compound in the
J

mixture ( Y q. = l ) , p.. is the number of atoms of the z-th element in the stoichiometric
j

formula of they-th compound, M. is the gram-molecule of they-th compound (M. = V p. A..,
and A., is the gram-atom of the i-th element in thej-th compound).
Similar relations are sometimes quoted in the literature, e.g. in Bussian et al. (1991),
but they do not take into account the energy dependence of the cross sections a .(£) within
the thermal neutron energy group. In nuclear data tables, the absorption cross sections are
given at the standard thermal neutron velocity, u0 = 2200 m/s. For scattering the free atom
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scattering cross sections are reported. These data are sufficient for a rough estimation of the
thermal neutron parameters of a medium. When the thermal neutron group is treated more
accurately, the energy spectrum of thermal neutrons has to be taken into account and the
energy-averaged parameters have to be defined. A serious problem occurs when the medium
contains a hydrogenous compound. The free atom cross section available is not useful for
the calculation of the parameters when thermal neutrons are scattered by hydrogen nuclei
bound in molecules. The hydrogen scattering cross section is strongly dependent on the
incident neutron energy and, moreover, this dependence is different for different compounds.
Therefore, it is impossible to have one simple general formula to calculate accurately the
macroscopic scattering and transport cross sections and the diffusion coefficient for materials
which contain different hydrogenous components. The existence of the problem was known
and the use of different values of the thermal neutron scattering cross section for hydrogen in
the molecular gas, hydrogen in water, etc., was suggested [e.g. Etherington (1958)].
In the present paper a comprehensive method is proposed by Author to calculate the
thermal neutron diffusion parameters for homogeneous mixtures of any non-multiplying
non-crystalline compounds, in particular including hydrogenous substances.
If the energy distribution of the thermal neutron flux is assumed to be independent of
time and of the space variables, the energy-averaged neutron parameters are easily defined.
Here particular attention should be paid to the initial formalism and final application of the
parameters. It is important, whether the equations are formulated for the neutron flux, <£(£)
or O(u), or for the neutron density, n{E) or n(v). Another sensitive item is whether the
diffusion coefficient should be assumed to be proportional to the average inverse of the
transport cross section or to the inverse of the average cross section. In the present paper the
parameters are used as they appear for the neutron flux. In this case the thermal neutron
parameters averaged over the energy spectrum, (£ >, (uS >, (Z >, (S ), and (D), are
ci

3.

s

tr

•

given by the general definition (2.23). For neutrons in thermal equilibrium with the medium,
the Maxwellian distribution (2.20) is then taken at the temperature T of the medium. This
is the case of a source-free infinite medium, i.e. the case of the flux decaying after a neutron
pulse. When a steady-state neutron source is present the diffusion heating (or "hardening") of
the neutron spectrum is observed and the Maxwellian has to be defined for the neutron
temperature Tn which is higher [cf. Amaldi (1959), Czubek (1990)]. In a source-free finite
medium, the diffusion cooling occurs. Then the neutron energy spectrum can be
approximated [Beckurts and Wirtz (1964)] by the Maxwellian of a temperature Tn lower
than that of the medium.
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4.1. Common approximations
4.1.1. Absorption
The energy dependence of the absorption cross section a (E) for almost all nuclei is
3.

described for thermal neutrons by the — law. Therefore, it is sufficient to know the
microscopic absorption cross sections at only one energy. The values of a listed in the
nuclear data tables are given for the most probable neutron velocity v = VQ = 2200 m/s.
Then the energy dependence is immediately available:
(4.2)
where

(P = G (V0),
3.

and

Eo = 0.0253 eV and To = 293.6 K are the energy and the

Si

temperature corresponding to the thermal neutron velocity t>o- The energy-dependent
macroscopic absorption cross section £ (£) for a mixture is defined by Eq. (4.1) with the
individual microscopic cross sections o .(E) given above. The cross section averaged over
the Maxwellian energy flux distribution is then

§O

(4.3)

and

while for the neutron density distribution
a = —
a

4n

oo .
a

(4.5)

From Eq. (2.23) the following useful general relation between the average absorption cross
section and the average absorption rate:

which gives a reference of (2 ) to the pulsed neutron experiment.
Calculation of the average absorption cross section for a material containing elements
for which the function

<7a(£) deviates from a - behaviour requires a correction. The

Westcott factor, g , shows how much the function a (v) deviates from the — dependence
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(due to the existence of resonances in the thermal region). Thus, the factor g [cf. Beckurts
and Wirtz (1964), p.100; Mughabghab et al. (1981); and Eq. (4.6)] is defined as

(4.7)

Then, while averaging the cross section a (t>) over the Maxwellian one obtains:
3

(cr)=g
&
N
a' ° w 2

(4.8)

and
(4.9)
which has to be included during a calculation of the averaged parameters (E ) and (vL ).
£L

3

4.1.2. Scattering
For most elements the energy-dependent scattering cross section a (E) in the thermal
S

region is very well described, even for bound atoms, by the formula of the free gas model.
(As said, crystalline materials, where diffraction occurs,
are not considered here.) In
practice, the free gas dependp

ence o~ (E) can be substi,tuted by the value of the
constant scattering cross
section or,
of the free atom
sf
0.001

0.01

0.1

Neutron energy E [eV]
Fig. 4.1. Example of the free gas scattering cross
sections and the Maxwellian distribution.

since the energy dependence
of the thermal neutron
distribution counteracts that
of Fo" (E), as shown in Fig.
S

4.1. The macroscopic cross
section Z (£) for a non-hyS

drogenous mixture is then
given by Eq. (4.1) with a .(£) = a . The energy-averaged diffusion coefficient (Z>) for
SI

the medium, under the assumption
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oil

« 20 =
s

(4.10)

sf

is calculated as
2,

-EIET

(4.11)

where any 2° = Z(uo) and the energy limit £ m = 1 eV is sufficiently high for the
calculation for thermal neutrons. The assumption (4.10) does not hold for the hydrogen cross
section and the resulting formula (4.11) should not be used for hydrogenous media.
For the lightest nuclei, especially for hydrogen, the scattering cross section in the
thermal neutron energy region is not constant and also differs strongly from the behaviour
described by the free gas model. The energy dependence o(E) for the same element
changes depending on the molecular structure in which it is bound and, thus, changes from
one material to another. An example for three hydrogenous materials is shown in Fig. 4.2.
Formula (4.1) is still valid for a calculation, but the individual energy dependence of the
hydrogen microscopic scattering cross section a . ( £ )

in a particular molecule has to be

S2

used. A general exact relationship valid for the energy dependence o(E)

of hydrogen in

240
barn
H in CH2
H in H20
H as free gas

200

40

W

10-3

10-2

10"

10° eV

Energy

Fig. 4.2. Energy-dependent scattering cross section cP(E) of hydrogen gas and of hydrogen
S

bound in water and in polyethylene at 293 K [Hehn et al. (1992)].
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various chemical bindings cannot exist. Sometimes a convenient, but rough, approximation
of the energy dependence of the hydrogen transport cross section

o (E)

in such

circumstances [Petrie et al. (1957)] has been a — behaviour:

v

and then
1

r

(D) = *J - g

-g

a

tr

(4.13)

and
D

°

S

2

QH
a

(4 14)

° QH •

-

tr

In fact, the approximation is sufficiently accurate only for water in the range 0.01 eV < E <
0.2 eV. However, when there is no information on the individual cross sections o.(E)

the

si

approximation (4.12) has been the only possibility. It is especially useful to get at least a
rough approximation of Z (£) for a hydrogenous medium for which only the diffusion
constant Do is known from a measurement.
Another, although a similar type, approach has been presented by Czubek (1990). His
method is oriented onto geological media which can contain water, and the approximation
given has been elaborated including accurate parameters only for that hydrogenous medium.
Owing to numerous theoretical and experimental works the thermal neutron average
parameters (the transport cross section, £ or <Z ), and the diffusion coefficients, D or
(D) and Do) are well known and can be applied. Other hydrogenous media, as
hydrocarbons, are re-calculated to a hydrogen content corresponding to water and again the
neutron parameters for water are used. For non-hydrogenous media the constant cross
section model is used. Therefore, Czubek's formalism gives very good results for mixtures
containing mainly water and heavy elements.

4.1.3. The average cosine of the scattering angle and the transport cross section
The kernels £o(£'-»£) a n d £](£'—»£) have to be known to determine accurately the
energy dependence of the average cosine of the scattering angle b{E). This is usually a
difficult task. A certain very simple approximation can be used instead. Based on the
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general relationship (4.1) the macroscopic transport cross section for a single compound is:
N
2 tr(£) = 6(T)-^lnoL
M

i

N
(E)
=
g(T)
—In
tri
L
M

i

i

[I -bXE)]
aXE)
.
i
si

(4.15)

i

Then the individual scattering cosines b{E) are substituted as usual by the approximate
relation:
2
'

/

which comes from a consideration of neutron scattering against free nuclei at rest [Beckurts
and Wirtz (1964)].
Again, this is not the case for thermal neutrons scattered in hydrogenous media where
the dependence on the energy is very strong and each material should be treated individually.
The problem becomes more complicated when a mixture of J compounds is considered,
where some compounds are hydrogenous. A further approximation has to be done here. For
each j-th hydrogenous material (h) the average cosine, based on experimental data, can be
assumed as constant:
(bh(E)) = bh « 0.2,

(4.17)

being strongly different from the value of Eq. (4.16), and the transport cross section is
- bh) ZUs.(E) = 0.8 5 y ( E ) .

(4.18)

Finally, the transport cross section of the mixture is

where for the hydrogenous components the individual cross section 2 . is given by Eq.
(4.18) and for other materials is defined by Eq. (4.15) with (4.16). If necessary, one can then
determine the average scattering cosine b for the mixture from the obvious relation
1 - b(E) = 2 (E) I Z (£), using 2 (£) from Eq. (4.19) and 2 (£) from Eq. (4.1).
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4.2. New effective scattering cross sections of hydrogen for a calculation of the energy
-averaged thermal neutron parameters of hydrogenous mixtures
The aim of the approach presented here is to get a general method which allows to
obtain the energy-averaged thermal neutron macroscopic parameters for a material of a
known composition, independently of whether it contains a hydrogen compound or not. The
results for non-hydrogenous media will be accurate and for hydrogenous ones will be
approximate on an acceptable level of accuracy which is much better than while using the
free atom cross section. A better result can be obtained only if each hydrogenous compound
is treated individually, using the true energy dependence of its scattering cross section.
In the recent decade several investigations have been done on hydrogenous media.
Now it is possible to elaborate a way of using certain effective values for hydrogen to obtain
expressions for the calculation of the thermal neutron parameters with reasonable accuracy
(of the order of a few per cent). The following idea is given by Author to solve this problem
for hydrogen. Namely, a certain constant effective value o eff of the scattering cross
section can be used. The calculation of the effective cross section is based on values of the
thermal neutron diffusion parameters of some hydrogenous media reported in the last few
years, listed in Table 4.1. Details given by authors allow us to use the diffusion constants
Do quoted in the papers as the reference values because they were obtained using individual
energy dependences for the media. (Here they will be called the true £>0's.)
The following procedure has been used to obtain the effective scattering cross section
of hydrogen

a

eff

.

A constant cross section has been assumed for hydrogen but being

individual for each fc-th compound, a (E) = <x\. Then such a value cPj}1 was fitted
[Drozdowicz and Krynicka (1995)] which inserted into the definition of the diffusion constant
[Eqs (2.25), (4.11), (4.15)] reproduces the true parameter Do for the compound under
consideration.

The average scattering cosine used during the calculation was

b = 0.2,

according to assumption (4.17) made for the hydrogenous media. As expected, the effective
constant cross section o[lt
is different for each compound because the true energy
dependence of the cross section is different in each case. Finally, the mean of the
individually fitted cross sections o^f'1 defines a single effective value of the hydrogen cross
section

cT&n,

being representative for hydrogen in the molecule of a hydrogenous

S

compound. The result and its reference to the free atom cross section, r, = crefl/cr,,
1

given in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.1. Accuracy of the approximation using the effective cross section
Compound

Stoichiometric
formula

Material
density
[g cm-3]

2
1
Do [cm S" ]

e
efl

true

using cr

[%]

Benzene

C

6H6

0.879

51 488 a

51622

0.26

Diphenyl

C12H10

1.06

48 962 b

49 748

1.61

Dowtherm-A 73.5% C 12 H 10 O
+26.5% C 12 H 10
Plexiglas
C5H8O2

—

55 300*b

56 344*

1.89

1.176

37 360 c

37 732

1.00

Polyethylene CH2

0.92

27 133 d

27 913

2.87

Water

0.99762

36 310 a

33 410

-7.99

H2O

) the density-removed parameter Do = QD0, [g cm-1 s-1
a) Granada et al. (1987b), t>) Florido et al. (1991),
<0 Sibona et al. (1991), d) Granada et al. (1987c)

Table 4.2. Effective scattering cross sections of hydrogen in molecular structures for
calculation of the thermal neutron macroscopic parameters of hydrogenous media
[based on Drozdowicz and Krynicka (1995)].
Cross section
type

Value

Reference to
the free atom,

Relevant for the
following parameters

[barn]
44.17
± 1.90
49.12
± 2.11
57.73
± 2.48
20.491
± 0.014

2.1556

, Do

2.3970
2.8174

SO,

(at EQ = 0.0253 eV)

1.0
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The energy averaged diffusion coefficient

(D)

well approximated by using the effective value

cr

and the diffusion constant Do are
efl

obtained.

The accuracy of the

S

approximation has been checked and is presented in Table 4.1. The relative deviations of the
estimated DQ values from the true ones are given by e = [D0(cr^efl) — Do ] / D O . The
deviation e is a measure of the quality of the approximation. The maximum error is
fit

observed for water in which the individual cross section o

has been more different from

s
efl
il
the mean CF^
than the other cross sections crf
treatment of
r
s
sk have. However,' a special
water is available through Czubek's (1990) paper which has been devoted especially to media
with presence of water. The method elaborated here is thought to be applied to any
hydrogenous material (of an unknown energy dependence of the scattering cross section) and
the expected order of errors is visible in Table 4.1.
efl

The value a

can be accepted as the effective scattering cross section of hydrogen

S

bound in a molecular structure while estimating the diffusion coefficients (D) and DQ. It
is not fully relevant for an estimation of the averaged cross sections (S > and (E >
S

li

because they are proportional to the microscopic cross section a while the diffusion
constant is (roughly speaking) inversely proportional. Therefore, the values (£ > and <Z >
would be obtained with a worse accuracy. Unfortunately, such averages were not given in
the references and a comparison was not available. A good possibility exists for Plexiglas for
which Author could calculate [Section 7.1.2 and Drozdowicz (1998)] the accurate averaged
macroscopic scattering cross section (2

) using Granada's Synthetic Model (see Chapter 6).

Then a certain new effective cross section of hydrogen o^e*2 can be fitted (in a similar way
as for the diffusion constant) to reproduce the true value
reference to the free cross section r = cr ef2 / c r
Z.

S

(S

efl

This result and its

are also given in Table 4.2.

ST

The relation between the energy-dependent cross section
effective scattering cross sections a

}.

and o

ef2

cr (E) and the obtained

of hydrogen is shown in Fig. 4.3.

An estimate for the value of the hydrogen scattering cross section at the most probable
neutron velocity VQ has also been found. For each k-th compound the value of the cross
H

section of hydrogen cfi has been extracted from the available data, the individual ratios
H /
H
r0 = cfi / o°, f i t have been calculated and, finally, the cross section at the velocity UQ is
K

SK

SK

IT

II

referred to the free atom cross section by o° = r0 cr

The result is given in Table 4.2.

This cross section, o° , can be used during a calculation of the macroscopic cross sections
S
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2° and IP at the standard neutron velocity u 0 for a hydrogenous compound for which the
exact energy dependence of the scattering cross section is unknown.

O

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

Neutron energy E [ eV ]
Fig. 4.3. Position of the energy-dependent o (E) and effective ( a ^ 1 and
s

and free atom a

s

cross sections for hydrogen bound in a molecule.

In this way a uniform approach has been elaborated for calculation of the
energy-averaged thermal neutron parameters for mixtures of materials which do or do not
contain hydrogenous components. The idea to use some effective scattering cross sections
for hydrogen instead of real energy-dependent ones has allowed to apply the same formulae
for the energy averaged parameters for both of the mentioned cases. As it has been stated,
there is no possibility to use the same effective cross section for the parameters proportional
and inversely proportional to the hydrogen scattering cross section. Therefore a few needed
values, c/*efi, <Psf2, and o0H, are listed in Table 4.2. The forth column points out which
i>

S

S

effective cross section has to be used to calculate correctly a particular parameter. A
computer code, which uses the method presented, has been written by Krynicka and is
described by Drozdowicz and Krynicka (1995).
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Table 4.3. Comparison of the energy-averaged parameters for Plexiglas calculated within different approximations of the hydrogen
scattering cross section.
Parameter

2°
cm- 1

e (20)

%

(sj
cm- 1

e«2s»
%

<2tr>
cm- 1

e((\))
%

(D)
cm

e<£>>
%

Do
cm 2 s-'

e(A>)
%

True value,
using

3.3167

0.

3.0008

0.

2.4207 a)

0.

0.1506a)

0.

37 352 a)

0.

Present
approximation

3.4877

+5.2

3.0003

-0.02

2.4003 b)

-0.8

0.1520b)

+0.9

37 732 b)

+1.0

l/v transport
cross section c)

3.3167

2.9393

-2.0

2.3515

-2.9

0.1658

+1.0

41163

+10.2

1/u transport
cross section

3.4877

+5.2

3.0909

+3.0

2.4727

+2.1

0.1577

+0.05

39 157

+4.8

Free gas model,
energy averaging

1.3804

-58.0

1.3804

-54.0

1.1043

-54.4

0.2974

+97.5

73 816

+97.6

Free gas model,
monoenergetic approach

1.3804

-58.0

1.3804

-54.0

0.5960

-75.4

0.5420

+259.9

119 240

+219.2

a
b

) b^ = b{E)
) fcplx = 0.2
) using true 2°
) using 2° from the present approximation

e

) o°.
= a sn,.,
si

a tr<. = (1 - b.)a
,.,
i sfi

b.i = 2/(3A.),
i

D = l/[3(20a + 2 sf,)],

Do = v0D

The method has been applied for calculation of the thermal neutron parameters of
Plexiglas to show the importance to use for hydrogen the effective cross sections and not the
free atom cross section. The results are listed in Table 4.3. Results of the common —
approximation for the hydrogen transport cross section are also shown. For each neutron
parameter P calculated using a given approximation the relative deviation e(P) from the
true value is given, e(P) = (PapPr - Arue)Mrue » where the P true values are calculated using
the true energy dependence of the Plexiglas scattering cross section Z (£) and Pappr a r e
the values of the parameter obtained within the approximation. When the effective hydrogen
cross sections are used as proposed in the present work the deviations are very small, less
than one per cent for all parameters except the IP value which deviates 5 per cent.
For comparison, a calculation was made assuming the cross section X (£) ~ — using
two values of 2° (the exact one and from the present approximation). In both cases the
S

deviations of the parameters obtained are greater than while applying the present
approximation. Moreover, the — method is in practice useless for a hydrogenous compound
when no information on the IP or IP values is given a priori.
s

•

tr

When the hydrogen scattering is approximated by the free atom scattering cross section
the macroscopic cross sections, IP, {I >, and (I >, are underestimated by over 50 per
S

IF

cent and the diffusion coefficients (D) and DQ are overestimated almost 100 per cent. The
worst results are obtained when no energy averaging is used (in the row "monoenergetic
approach").
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5. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION FOR THE FUNCTION
Theoretical definitions of the thermal neutron diffusion cooling coefficient C have
been presented in Chapter 2. The most consistent approach leads to definition (2.30) of the
coefficient C . Then it is necessary to know not only the scattering kernels 2 (E',F) and
2 (£',£)*) but also the term <j>2(£) of the thermal neutron energy distribution §{E).
Unfortunately, the function §JJE) cannot be given by an explicit formula. Author has given
a way to determine $JE).
When we insert the obtained function

$Q(E)

into Eq. (2.17.2) and express the

scattering operator S in the explicit way, the following formula is obtained:

M(E) =

2 0 (E',E)<j) 2 (£")d£" - 2 s (£) <|>2(£) ,

(5.1)

0

which determines the function tyJE). The function appears multiplied by other functions of
energy, first directly, and second — under the definite integral. A division of Eq. (5.1) by the
scattering cross section 2 (E) * 0 yields:
S

/)dE>
os

~ [D{E) - &] ^rfh •
s

(5 2)

-

The relation between the macro- and microscopic cross sections is utilized and we get:

=J
where a(E',E)
and a (E) are the microscopic energy transfer kernel and the scattering
cross section. The molecular number density N = g(T) N IA , where £>CT) is the
material mass density at temperature T.
Eq. (5.3) can be solved using a discretization by integrating in energy intervals. Let us
define for k = 1, ..., K the intervals:

N

)

/

The first-order kernel S (E ,E) is present implicitly in the diffusion coefficients D(E) and Do.
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— lower boundary of the fc-th interval,
'k+l

— upper boundary of the fc-th interval, equal to the lower one for the next,
(jfc+l)-th interval,
— width of the fc-th interval,
— centre of the £-th interval,
&E, = E,
k

-E,

,

(5.4a)

k '

k+l

(5.4b)
They should formally cover the total energy interval [0,°°). Owing to the shape of the
thermal neutron energy distribution it can be substituted for numerical purposes by the
equivalent interval [0, E J where Ew is the assumed maximum energy of thermal neutrons.
Thus, the upper boundary of the last energy interval is

K+l

=

E

(5.5)

•

Then we obtain for the k-th interval:

(5.6)

D(E) - a
L

0

s

s

Let us define

Tlk = J (j)2(£) dE ,

•r

(5.7)

(5.8)
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E

k+l

(5.9)
s

s

and for the /fc-th energy interval we get the following equation:
(5.10)
A: = 1, .-, K
which is to be solved for <J>2(£).
The behaviour of the function <j>2(£) has been found to be of such a type that for a
numerical integration the rectangles formula is sufficient to be used:

k+l

dE -

(5.11)

where AE is the width of the fc-th interval and E is the midpoint, as given in Eqs (5.4).
A more advanced method of numerical integration is unnecessary if the energy intervals used
are sufficiently small (for K —=• °°).
The term T\k from Eq. (5.7) is then defined at once by
(5.12)
Having rearranged [Drozdowicz (1996a)] formula (5.8) for the term T2 we obtain:

^aJE',E)

I

dE

dE' ,

(5.13)

and using Eq. (5.11) we have:
N
L
To,
k

~

(5.14)

Li T4>i(^
2 en / "-"->n
n=l

where only discrete magnitudes are used. From Eq. (5.9) for term T3 we obtain:

7V =

/t '
J

ck
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T

(5.15)

Now in the expressions for the terms T

obtained in Eqs (5.12),(5.14),(5.15), the following

substitutions are introduced:
x = *2(£.)A£ ,

(5-16)

,E ,) AE,k

GJE

cn c

°

,. \

(5 17)

(note the opposite order of the indices k,n at g and in the expression on the right side of
the definition),
b t = Th

.

(5.18)

Then from Eq. (5.10) we get:
N

x , = Y x ag, - b ,
k

L
n=l

n kn

(5.19)

k

k l
which rearranged and written explicitly [Drozdowicz (1996a)] is:
9*1*1 + 9*2*2 + -

+ Q

kn\

+

•"

+

9**** +

-

or:

The sought function §JE) is contained in the elements x.. If we now put
K =N

(5.22)

we obtain a set of N equations with N unknowns x , which written using the matrix
K

notation is:
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gu-i

2
2
•

92i

'*2

a

13
923
933-1

y

*3N

(5.23)
*3

w

N

N

We define a square (NxN) matrix:
9

• • • 9 IN
2N

G

(5.24)

=
*2

and column (Afxl) matrices:
X = { xk } ,

(5.25)
(5.26)

Then Eq. (5.23) can be written as:
(G-I)X = B ,

(5.27)

where I is the (NxN) unity matrix. Denoting
A = G-I ,

(5.28)

we obtain a linear matrix equation:

AX = B .
The solution is by an inverse matrix:
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(5-29)

X = A"1 B

(5.30)

and the sought function is determined by the elements x

of the matrix X :

(5.31)
A£,
according to the definitions given in Eqs (5.16) and (5.25). The solution (5.31) obtained for

<L(

can be used in calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient C .

A check of the solution seems to be desired. A possibility is to test whether A"1 A = I
but a check by testing the original equation (5.29) is better. We use the obtained solution X
and calculate the left side of Eq. (5.29):

C = AX

(5.32)

getting the elements of the column matrix C
N

c, = Y a, x .
k

L kn
n=l

n

(5.33)

Then we compare elements of matrices C and B:

(5.34)

setting a demanded e of the relative accuracy of the calculation.
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6. SCATTERING KERNEL
6.1. Introduction
In various theoretical calculations related to the thermal neutron transport it is
necessary to know the energy dependence of the scattering a (£) and transport a (E) cross
s

tr

sections of the medium. Usually, they can be found on the basis of the elemental
composition of the medium and of the cross sections of the individual elements. The
individual cross sections, however, can be changed due to the molecular bindings. The
problem becomes particularly complicated for hydrogenous media where the energy
dependence of the hydrogen cross section ex(E) is not the same in different materials.
Knowledge of this dependence is important because such materials are used as common
moderators, e.g. water, polyethylene, poly(methyl methacrylate). The cross sections o(E)
S

for these materials are now known experimentally. The transport cross section o (E),
however, is also a function of the average cosine of the scattering angle b(E) which is not
always known. In certain calculations the energy transfer scattering kernel <J(E'-^E)
is
needed. In these cases it is desired to know a theoretical description of the energy
dependence of the mentioned magnitudes, that means to have a good model of the neutron
scattering in the energy range from ~l(h 4 to ~1 eV. Among the hydrogenous materials, only
water was extensively studied in this respect.
In early sixties Nelkin's model for water was created. It describes very well the
thermal neutron interaction with the H2O molecule using a relevant description for different
intervals of the neutron energy. According to the original idea [Nelkin (1960c)] there were
defined four sets of parameters, dependent on three intervals of the incident neutron energy
and in one of them dependent additionally on two intervals of the energy transfer. Later
[Williams (1966)], three regions of the energy transfer have been usually distinguished in
Nelkin's model, independently of the incident neutron energy. The structure of the model
makes it specific for water and does not allow to apply it to another hydrogenous material
which is characterized by its individual, different molecular motions.
There were efforts to find a general description of thermal neutron scattering on
different molecules. A possibility is to use the the scattering kernel of the free gas model
[see Williams (1966) and the Appendix] for each nucleus in the molecule and to sum the
results. The method can be used in the case of heavy atoms but for hydrogenated molecules
gives too big differences between the calculated and real dependence.
The separable kernel (called also the amnesia kernel) is the simplest model of the
general type. It is very convenient for an analytical calculation although it does not
correspond to any physical model [Williams (1966)]. Ritenour et al. (1989) call it "the single
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collision thermalization (SCT) approximation" because they consider it as corresponding to
the situation in which the thermal equilibrium of neutrons is assumed to occur on the first
collision in the medium (which, in fact, is just an unphysical assumption). In this model, it is
necessary to know only the total scattering cross section 2 (E) as a function of energy (It
S

can be a dependence known experimentally). Then the energy-transfer kernel is constructed
in the following way:

2 (£') <j>(£) 2 (£)
2 (£') M(E) 2 (E)
Z<LE'->E)
=
1
5—
=
i
i— ,
SCT

f 2 (E)ftE) dE

(6.1)

<2 >

where <])(£) is the thermal neutron energy spectrum, usually the normalized Maxwellian
distribution. The kernel (6.1) from definition itself returns the correct dependence 2 (£")
S

and satisfies the detailed balance condition. This model was used by Ritenour et al. (1990)
in neutronic calculations involving cold neutron sources (mainly light and heavy ice at the
reactor), estimating an accuracy of the approximation to 10%. Such a model is too rough in
a calculation for small volumes of hydrogenous materials at room temperatures. For
example, the diffusion cooling coefficient for Plexiglas calculated in this way [Drozdowicz
(1992a)] is only 20 — 25 % of the value known from experiments.
Another quite simple method to include a specific behaviour of a hydrogenated
molecule is based on the Radkowsky prescription, originated for H2O [Williams (1966)]. In
that type construction of the scattering kernel for hydrogen, a concept of the bound atom
cross section <ybm (different from the common meaning of the bound cross section Gb, Eq.
(6.12)) is utilized. The cross section <7S of the nucleus of mass A bound in the molecule of
mass Am{ is here given by
(1 + 1/A)2
<*> = °bm =

<% >

(6-2)

(1 + l/A moI )2
where crsf is the scattering cross section of the free atom. The real molecular mass is then
substituted by a function of energy, A ^ i s ' ) ,
adjusted so that it reproduces the
experimental cross section a{E').
s

The first-order term o(E',E)

utilizes o{Ef)
i

and the

s

average cosine of the scattering angle as a function of energy, obtained from the common
approximation, Eq. (4.16), in which again the fictitious mass A ^ Z s " ) is used. The kernel
gives a fairly good result for the transport cross section a (£"). A modified Radkowsky
prescription was developed for Plexiglas by Dede et al. (1995). They obtained good results
for the average cosine of the scattering angle and the resulting diffusion constant Do. The
model remains too crude for a calculation of the cooling properties of the material.
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A new model of the scattering of slow neutrons has been created by Granada (1985a).
The model is applicable for any material defined as the molecular gas (fluids, polymers,
amorphous solids), including the hydrogenous media. The original paper [Granada (1985a)]
presents physics of neutron scattering in molecular gases, assumptions for the theoretical
description, and general formulae rather than a detailed prescription to calculate the most
frequently needed energy-dependent magnitudes. The model was applied to calculate the
energy dependences a (E) and b(E) for various materials, e.g. water, heavy water, benzene
S

[Granada et al. (1987b)]. Since that time the model was developed a little in certain details
and also a method of using of effective parameters in the model was unified. These changes
have not been published. Basing on available articles, some authors tried to apply the model
to neutronic calculations for Plexiglas [Drozdowicz (1992b), Dede et al. (1996)] but that time
they did not have an access to the updated version of the model. Therefore, in a
collaboration with the authors of the model I decided to prepare and present a comprehensive
description of the formalism of Granada's synthetic scattering model including the extensions
which have not been published yet but which are of a meaning in calculations. It is also
helpful to have such a reference for further tests of the Synthetic Model for an application to
the diffusion cooling problems.

6.2. Principles of Granada's synthetic scattering model
A physical background and assumptions of the Synthetic Model were given by Granada
(1985a). The scattering medium is considered in which the molecular dynamics is
represented by the translational (T), rotational (R), and vibrational (V) motions. The atomic
oscillations around the equilibrium positions are assumed to be small in comparison to the
interatomic distances. Then the system is described by the Hamiltonian H which is a sum
of independent terms:
H = H +H +H
T

R

.
V

(6.3)
v

'

The molecular rotations and vibrations are simulated in the model by a number of the
Einstein oscillators. A quantum-mechanics treatment encounters the averaging over the
thermal distribution and molecular orientations. The details are given in Granada (1985a)
and Granada et al. (1987a).
The scattering function S(Q,O)) is the central quantity to describe the interaction of
thermal neutrons with condensed matter, as it contains all the dynamical and structural
information about a scattering system [Lovesey (1984)]. First-principles theories were
developed in the past to evaluate the scattering function, most of them based on the
essentially exact Zemach-Glauber (1956) formalism, but the resulting expressions are usually
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not quite amenable for calculation. The development of the "Synthetic Scattering Function"
(SSF) by Granada (1985a) preserves the main dynamical characteristics of the molecular unit,
still maintaining a high degree of simplicity in its formulation. The SSF, T(Q,Q)\ E),
provides a reliable representation of the incoherent scattering law, giving in general good
descriptions of its integral properties for hydrogenated molecules. The characteristic features
of the Synthetic Model have been recently reviewed by Granada and Gillette (1999). Here,
only some of its basic hypotheses and approximations are cited.
The SSF has been developed to the extent of producing analytic forms for a variety of
magnitudes [Granada et al. (1987a)], and their accuracy have been verified in a number of
cases [Granada et al. (1987b)]. The incoherent double-differential scattering cross section of
a molecular unit is written, in terms of the SSF, as

dE

...
. l An

u

l

r_.

.

- -

(6.4)

where / is the number of dynamically non-equivalent atomic species, and p. represents the
boun scattering cross section o .
number of atoms of each equivalent atomic species with a bound
Finally, 7(Q,0i,E') stands for the basic expression of the SSF:
m
T(Q,Q),E') = — \s
V'

*
where

k' and

k

JQ,Qi)-)

L / X O> T O>1

CT+ — S
L

L±

r(Qr+,(Qr+)]
LX -w-, JUQ,TO,1
LX
LX I
di

,

(6.5)

denote the modulus of incident and scattered neutron wave vectors,

respectively, Q = k'—k and UCD = E'— E are the momentum and energy exchanged in the
collision process. S
r(<2,&>) is the scattering law for the neutron interaction with a
quasi-rigid molecule, and the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (6.5) is a corrective
one which accounts for processes in which the neutron exchanges energy with the m
internal modes of the atomic species, by creating (L-) or annihilating (L+) one phonon. The
summation over inelastic processes is performed under the assumption that the internal
modes L are represented by Einstein oscillators, each with the eigenfrequency co , and the
Li

effective mass M .

The quantities

JUQ, TQ and f

represent the effective mass and

Li

temperature and the vibrational factor, respectively, which the scattering nucleus would
present in the interaction, and they depend explicitly on the incident neutron energy E'.
In this manner, a kind of envelope represents the combined effect of the quantum
excitations of the system's internal modes. Under those conditions, S
r(Q,oS) may be
written as
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exp

(6.6)

The reduced number of input parameters required for the SSF and the analytic
character of the derived expressions, make this formalism a powerful and practical tool for
describing the slow neutron — molecule interaction. The essential advantage of the presented
model is the description of the slow-neutron scattering in an analytical way by the same
formalism for the full energy range at a given system temperature, which was not offered by
any former model. This has been obtained by a reference of the incident neutron energy to
the system temperature and to the individual oscillation energies. The model takes also into
account a probability of the excitation or de-excitation of the phonon states. Therefore,
rather certain effective magnitudes are used instead of the physical ones. All these effective
magnitudes depend both on the incident neutron energy and on the energetic state of the
molecular system. The double-differential scattering cross section is obtained from which
other quantities can be deduced.
The SSF provides in a straightforward manner analytic expressions for the scattering
kernel:

<*E',E) =

d2a
J
9Q dE

(6.7)

An

the total scattering cross section:

o(E

') = J\ fJ

(6.8)

0 An

and the energy-transfer kernels:

(6.9)

where the cosine of the scattering angle
cos(0) = Q' • Q

is defined by the scattering directions Q ' and Q.
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(6.10)

6.3. The energy transfer kernel by the synthetic model

When the double-differential neutron scattering cross section for the particular atom
bound in the molecule is found the n-order energy transfer kernel for this atom is defined by
Eq. (6.9). Let us use the following notation:

o(E\E) = ft S(E',E) ,
ft

(6.11)

^ J L I

where the bound atom cross section a^ is used:

Ob = {^t1}

CT

sf ,

(6-12)

and a (E' ,E) is the energy dependent expression defined within the Synthetic Model.
Making use of relations obtained by Granada (1985a) and Gillette (1989), the analytical
formula for the n-order energy transfer scattering kernel can be shortly written as:

an(E',E) = crOn(E',E) + l[(fL(E',E)

where

o~°(£",£)

+ <fnL(E',E)] ,

is the principal term of the scattering kernel, and

fX

(6.13)

</" JE',E)

and

TtLi

a (£',£) are the terms which include the processes of the annihilation and creation of
phonons. These interactions depend on the neutron scattering energies £" and E and on
the the L mode oscillator energy.
The kernel for the molecule is a sum over the contributing individual kernels according
to the elemental composition:

on(E',E) = lp.an.(E',E)

,

(6.14)

(in the sense of the Synthetic Model, Eq. (6.4)), where the individual kernels a ,{E' ,E) are
given in Eq. (6.13). Let us note here that the same atom (especially hydrogen) in one
molecule can be represented by more than one type, depending on a position in the structure
of the molecule.
Some details of the Synthetic Model have to be now explained to get final applicable
formulae for the energy transfer kernel. The index, /, will be omitted everywhere in the
paper for the sake of simplicity.
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6.3.1. Basic characteristics of the synthetic model
As mentioned, the behaviour of the molecular system is approximated by a set of
oscillator modes L corresponding to rotational and vibrational motions. The following
magnitudes are defined to characterize them for each i-th element in the molecule :
M — relative atomic mass,
M mol. — relative molecular mass,
M , Uo) , U5 — L mode characteristics, where:
M — relative mass for the atomic motion,
(O — oscillator frequency,
8 — frequency line width.
The masses used in the model are relative to the neutron mass, i.e. M = A . The molecular
mass in the model is
M

= A
mol

or
M

,,

(6.17a)

mol

= cA
mol

,

(6.17b)

mol

when a cluster of the c molecules has to be considered for a description of the neutron
scattering in certain cases [Granada (1993)]. The frequencies a> should be known from a
real frequency spectrum for the material under consideration and the oscillating masses have
to fulfill normalization conditions. Namely, for sufficiently high incident neutron energy (of
the order 1 to 10 eV) the scattering has to be described as by free atoms of their true masses.
For the lowest energies (of the order of 1 meV or less) the whole molecular mass is involved
in the scattering process or sometimes even a cluster of molecules has to be considered. In
the intermediate range the concept of Sachs and Teller's mass is utilized. The individual
masses M of the oscillators are normalized by true masses:

mol

.

L

Li

The Synthetic Model utilizes a concept of many effective magnitudes which allow to
describe scattering for the full slow-neutron energy range by the exactly the same formalism,
in spite of a complexity of the problem while considering energy intervals relevant to
particular type motions of the molecule. Therefore, Eq. (6.18) is developed by use of an
effective magnitude, JUQ, to the following shape:
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v
Mo

mol

M,

L

(6.19)

M

M

where switching functions, P (£"), are introduced. They depend on the incident neutron
energy E' and its relation to the L mode oscillator energy lift) in the molecular frequency
LJ

LJ

spectrum. The behaviour of each P (£") function is following:
P —» 0 when the mode L becomes fully excited ( £ ' > hft),),
P —> 1 when the neutron energy is insufficient to excite the L mode level (£"< Two ),
Li

/J

P = PAE',ftG) ,8(0 ) for the intermediate energy £" being close to lift)..
Lt

Li

L*

Li

LI

A certain function which approximates the shape of the frequency spectrum in the vicinity of
Twi is assumed. In most cases [Gillette (1994] the following function [Granada (1985a)]
can be used:
(0) - (0LY
/(ft)) ~ ft) exp

(6.20)

LJ

This leads [Granada et al. (1987a), Gillette (1989)] to the expression for the switching
function:
• SWITCHING FUNCTION - general case:

PL{E') =

(6.21)
FL(0)

Tuu,
FL(E') = exp

ttft), 1 +erf

(6.22)

(slightly different from a primary version of Granada (1985)). However, the ft) lines in the
Li

spectrum at low frequencies are not well defined and a certain frequency band rather should
be considered. This stimulated Gillette and Granada (1994) to use a better approximation
instead of the function/ (ft)). The new approximation,
LJ
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(6.23)

gL((0) ~ ft) I 1 - i
leads to the formula:
• SWITCHING FUNCTION — wide phonon spectrum case:

(6.24)
1

for E'< ±

'l2

~Li
0

for i;

for E'> l

Also an effective temperature TQ, defined within the model, is partly controlled by the
switching functions:

Mo

B

V

mol

L

(6.25)
L

where £ is the mean energy associated to the mode L of the oscillations:

(6.26)
The thermally averaged occupation number n
-l

tuo.
n

L =

used above is given by

- 1

exp

(6.27)

The effective vibrational factor F is defined within the model by

(6.28)
M
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and then the new parameter, v, is introduced:

v = (l+4rjUo*nTo)'* •

(6-29)

It defines the final effective mass ju and temperature r which are applied in the Synthetic
Model:
(6.30)
T = VT0 .

(6.31)

These effective values are controlled by the incident neutron energy E',

the real system

temperature T, the real nuclear masses M., and the parameters of each L mode oscillator
(hco , M , n)

included in the appropriate way by the switching functions P (£")•

6.3.2. The n-order terms of the scattering kernel
According to Granada (1985a) and Gillette (1989) the principal term of the scattering
kernel is given by the following formula:

o°(E',E)
(E,E) =
=
n

\E'
\E +E +
+ -^X
-^X a°JE',E)
aJ
r

I

i n I

[/¥E}

I

d

-}

(6.32)

u

or by the equivalent recurrence relationship:

a (E ,E) = ———— \E + E + —

a

(E ,E) .

(6.33)

2^ E E
The symbolic notation for the differentiation operator in Eq. (6.32) has a common meaning,
. Definition (6.29) of the parameter v leads to the substitution:
-2 =
dT

-lixkTV-^B
dv

(6.34)

which inserted into Eq. (6.32) gives:
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+E + (-

(6.35)

]"

E'E

The principal term of the zeroth-order kernel o°(E',E) is an essential part of the n-order
expression and was evaluated by the authors of the Synthetic Model [Granada (1985a) and
(1991), Gillette (1989)]. A detailed formula, following Drozdowicz (1995b), will be
presented later in this work.
The n-order phononic terms in Eq. (6.13) according to Granada (1985a) and Gillette
(1989) are defined as:

L OY

n

(6.36)

oCAE',E) =

-£•

nL

L

where the coefficients C^ and C? are functions of the incident neutron energy and of the L
mode parameters:

E:

<Z-

n.

(6.37)

L+

E'

••

c
CC =

ii

(6.38)
E'

A fictitious initial energy E'+

has been introduced in expressions (6.36) — (6.38). This is

the incident neutron energy modified by the L mode oscillator energy:
(6.39)
Using Eq. (6.34), the following expressions are obtained [Drozdowicz (1995a)] from Eq.
(6.36) for the phononic terms:

(6.40)
aCnL(E',E)
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=

(6.41)

where

The expressions presented in this section give a general rule how to obtain formulae to
calculate the energy transfer kernels of any order and in a consequence also any order
average scattering cosine as a function of the incident neutron energy. The algebraic
calculations are, however, laborious. In order to get explicit formulae, some auxiliary
parameters and variables are introduced to shorten and simplify the notation. They are
defined in the way which is formally similar to the one used in the free gas model. In
Granada's synthetic model they are, however, based on the effective mass // and on the
effective system temperature T. Thus, the mass parameters are defined by Granada et al.
(1987a) as:

r, = ^-i-i

,

(6.43)

P = 2-=-^ ,

(6.44)

where the effective mass \i has been defined by Eq. (6.30) with (6.19).
It is convenient to express the functions of energy which appear in the model by
relative variables. Then for the incident neutron energy:

and for the outscattered neutron:
E

where the effective temperature T has been defined by Eq. (6.31) with (6.25). The L mode
oscillator relative energy parameter is expressed in the same way:

L~UL

.

(6.47)

The fictitious incident neutron energy
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E

a

a

E

L± '

defined in Eq. (6.39), is then represented by the relative energies:
E'
e' = — -

= e' ± e

.

(6.49)

k x
For further evaluations it is useful to notice that the quantities introduced in Eqs (6.43)
- (6.49) are implicit functions of the parameter

v. The relative energies

dependent also on Q) , 8 , and v itself is a function of T, M
Lt

and e '

, M., and of ) f ( P
mOI

Lt

e

Li

I

are
(£'),

Li

ML, coL).

6.3.3. Calculation of the zeroth- and first-order energy transfer kernels
The zeroth- and first-order scattering kernels are the two most important terms in the
Legendre development as they define the total scattering cross section and the average cosine
of the scattering angle as functions of energy. According to the notation of Eq. (6.11) the
zeroth- and first-order kernels are given by

aQ(E ,E),

(6.50)

a^E ,£) .

(6.51)

and
(T^E ,£) = ^

The general expression (6.13), for n = 0, 1, gives formulae for the energy transfer
kernels, bQ(E',E) and a{(£',£),

which consist of the principal term (a°(£",£), a°(£",£))

and of the correction terms (o^L(E',E)

and o^L(E',E))

and (o^L(E',E)

and

GC{L(E',E))

resulting from the processes of phonon annihilation (A) and creation (c).

• PRINCIPAL TERM OF THE ZEROTH-ORDER SCATTERING KERNEL

The principal term o°{E',E) of a(E',E) is obtained using the effective mass n a t
the effective temperature T. The final formula given by Granada (1991) and Gillette (1989)
can be rearranged [Drozdowicz (1995b)] to the following form:
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n

V

o

f

a°{E\E) =

1

v

exp--i-^-(£'-£)

1

£(£',£) ,

(6.52)

where the function

g(E',E) = erf[r]Je -pje' } + sgn(A) erf\r]Je +
- e x p ( e ' - e) [erf^ve - r}Je' J + sgn(A) erf [/ye + r]Je' J J , (6.53)
is of the same type as that in the free gas model but utilizes the effective magnitudes, rj, p,
£', £, defined in Eqs (6.43) - (6.46). The upscattering and downscattering processes are
included using
A = £'-£,

(6.54)

which gives:
sgn(A) = 1 for downscattering, £ < £ ' ,
sgn(A) = 0 for elastic scattering,
sgn(A) = —1 for upscattering.
The function given in Eqs (6.52) and (6.53) is also an important base for a calculation of the
phononic terms and of higher-order scattering kernels.

• PRINCIPAL TERM OF THE FIRST-ORDER SCATTERING KERNEL

The general n-order formula (6.32) or (6.33) for the principal term defines the
first-order term. The differentiation with respect to F can be substituted by a differentiation
with respect to v (cf. Eq. (6.34)) which gives [Drozdowicz (1996b)] the following formula
for the fundamental term:

CT°(£',£) =

[(£' + £) (7°0(E',E) - 2pL X0(E',E)j ,
2/

(6.55)

£'£

where

X0(E',E) = vja°(£',£) ,

(6.56)

i.e.
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I

e - e
+

n\x,
G°AE',E)

+

r

-,

1

exp - - L ^ ( e ' - e )

£(£',£),

(6.57)

with

£(£',£) = ( e ' - £) exp(e'- e) [erf [p/e - rjje' } + sgn(e'- e) erf [p/e + r}JP)] +

+ sgn(£'- e) [fe - J7' } exp[-[r)fe + pJP ] ] } ,

(6.58)

and the mass parameters r] and p are as defined in Eqs (6.43) and (6.44).

• PHONONIC TERMS IN THE ZEROTH-ORDER SCATTERING KERNEL

The n-order phononic terms of the energy transfer kernel have been defined by the
general Eqs (6.40) and (6.41) from which the zeroth-order terms are:

,E)

(6.59a)

,E),

(6.59b)

and

where £" is the incident neutron energy, E' and E' is the fictitious incident energy, i.e.
the energy £" modified by the L mode oscillator energy (cf. Eq. (6.39)), and E is the
outscattered neutron energy. The coefficients

C

and C

LJ

LI

are functions of the incident

neutron energy and of the L mode parameters:

L

L

L+

pC _ nC/p' r p' \
L
L
L-

They are independent of the order of the scattering kernel and have been defined in Eqs
(6.37) and (6.38), respectively. According to the notation given in Eqs (6.45) - (6.49), they
can be rewritten to the following equivalent form:
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c* =

1 +—
M.Uo)
LJ

(6.60)

e'

LJ

(6.61)

^

The function X0(E'a,E) is obtained [Drozdowicz (1995b)] from Eq. (6.42):

TCjJ,

l+

2kB re'a

where the expressions a°(E',E)
neutron energy E' equal to £"
OL

K

and E,{E',E) are functions of the fictitious incident
for the phonon annihilation and to E' for the phonon

L/~r

JLt~

creation. The term a°Q{E'a,E) in Eq. (6.62) is formally given by Eq. (6.52), and the function
£,(E',E) is the same as defined in Eq. (6.58), in which E' is substituted by E'.
The function XJJE' ,E) exists only if the phonon creation is possible due to a
sufficient energy of the incident neutron, i.e. when £" > 0 (cf. Eq. (6.39)).

• PHONONIC TERMS IN THE FIRST-ORDER SCATTERING KERNEL

According to Eqs (6.40) and (6.41) the phononic terms of the first-order energy transfer
kernel are:

(6.63a)
and
(6.63b)

Definitions of the coefficients C
LJ

and C

are valid for the scattering kernel of any order

LJ

and they have been given in Eqs (6.60), (6.61) at the zeroth-order expressions.
The function %,(E' ,E) results from the differentiation in Eq. (6.42) where formula
(6.55) is utilized [Drozdowicz (1996b)], and
1
2kB re'a

x
eae
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{[

x

x exp[- ^—^- (e'a - e)j [erf[i\Je - pje^} + sgn(A(z) erf [r\Je + p ^ ] J +

x exp [ i - ^ (e'a - e)j [erf ( p ^ - rjv^ ] + sgntA^ erf [pje + TJV^F ] ]

[3/z - v ^ e ] exp[-[t]^ + p ^ ] ] ] } •

(6-64)

In the above expression, as previously, e' is the incident neutron fictitious energy, e is the
outscattered neutron relative energy, and
A =£'-£.
This gives in Eq. (6.64) sgn(A ) = —1 for neutron upscattering and

(6.65)
sgn(A ) = 1 for

downscattering.
m tne
The function Xi(E'r ^
p h ° n o n creation term, Eq. (6.63b), exists only if the
incident neutron energy £" is sufficient for the excitation of the L mode state, i.e. when
£" >(txof-'h5I)
[cf. Eq. (6.39)].
Li

LJ

• THE LOWEST FREQUENCY MODES OF THE ZEROTH-ORDER SCATTERING KERNEL

The expressions for the particular components of the scattering kernel,

<JJE',E),

a^ (£",£), aZAE',E),
[Eqs (6.52), (6.59)], have been obtained when narrow peaks,
corresponding to the L mode oscillators, can be distinguished in the phonon spectrum (cf. Eq.
(6.20)). For the lowest modes the peaks are usually not well defined (a rotational frequency
band is rather observed) and then the idea of the wide phonon spectrum is better to be used
in the description of these modes. The switching functions PAE') relevant for this case
have been defined in Eq. (6.24). They are used in the expressions for the principal term
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a°(E',E)

or o°{E',E)

U

U

CC
CC

and for the phonon annihilation correction cr^ (£",£). Formally,
vi

these expressions given in Eqs (6.52) and (6.59a) remain unchanged.
A different situation is with the term related to the phonon creation effect.
contribution of this process is assumed to be proportional to the frequency spectrum g
at 0) = E'/% and to # 0 (0,E). A calculation of this limit leads [Gillette (1994)] to the
following formula for the phonon creation term of the scattering kernel:

<fOL(E',E) =

(6.66)

0

for E'< i

GAE')
r—
(1 + n)-2Jn}i
M
0

e

for I

exp

for E'>

with
(6.67)

GAE') =

The value of the coefficient GAE') follows the function gAco) assumed for the phonon
spectrum in Eq. (6.26).

• THE LOWEST FREQUENCY MODES OF THE FIRST-ORDER SCATTERING KERNEL

Using the wide phonon frequency spectrum £,(<*>) in the vicinity of the lowest
frequencies co in the zeroth-order kernel has to be extended, of course, onto the same
Li

frequency modes in the first-order terms to keep the description consistent. The principal
term a°AE',E) of the first-order scattering kernel given in Eq. (6.55) is still formally
described by the same formula. All variables, parameters, and functions used in it are,
however, implicitly dependent on the switching functions P (£"), as it results from the
definitions of v, jU, T, e, e', etc. This means that for the lowest modes the functions PAE')
Li

have to be used in the form relevant for the wide spectrum case, as given in Eq. (6.24). The
way of the subsequent calculation remains unchanged.
The same remark is valid for the term a?AEf ,E) given in Eq. (6.63a) which includes
1 Li

into the scattering kernel a contribution from the phonon annihilation process.
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An analysis done in this case [Gillette (1994)] for the lowest modes L in the phonon
creation term a JE',E)

leads to the conclusion:

(flL(E',E) = 0 .

(6.68)

Finally, the energy transfer function a JE',E)
is obtained from Eq. (6.13) where the
consecutive modes L are treated individually according to the above remarks.

6.4. Total scattering cross section
The total scattering cross section is the physical magnitude which is closely related to
the energy transfer scattering kernel of order zero, oJE' ,E). The total energy-dependent
scattering cross section a{E') for a material defines the thermal neutron scattering as a
S

function of the incident neutron energy only, independently of the outscattered neutron
energy. Therefore it is available after the integration of the kernel aJE',E) over all final
energies:
00

as(E') = oJE') = jao(E',E)dE ,

(6.69)

0

cf. Eq. (2.28). The total scattering cross section o{E') can be obtained numerically from
S

Eq. (6.69) when the scattering kernel CT (£",£) has been found. However, in many cases
only the cross section cr(E') for a given material is of interest and then it is sufficient to
know an explicit function o{E') to avoid a laborious calculation of the scattering kernel
aJE' ,E). The formula can be found when the expressions obtained for the scattering kernel
are inserted into the defining equation (6.69). From Eq. (6.50) and definition of the function
&(£",£) from Eq. (6.13) for n = 0 (with all subsequent definitions and substitutions) the
cross section is performed by

CT(E')

= a°s(E') + I [ cfL(E') + <fL(E') ] .

(6.70)

The components, a°(E'), </"(£"), a JE'), correspond to the integrals of the fundamental
S

S /J

S Li

and phononic terms of the scattering kernel oJE' ,E).
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The fundamental term a°{E')

according to Granada (1985a) follows the result derived

S

by Krieger and Nelkin (1957), extended by using the effective temperature and masses. The
final formula, according to Drozdowicz (1995b) [based on Granada (1985a), Granada et al.
(1987a) and Gillette (1989)], is:

- Jl-w

a°(E')
=—
s

) erf U l-w)/ie' 11 , (6.71)

\LB'

where
(6.72)

w = 1 + 2juv +
The result of the integration of the phononic terms is:

') = cALr(E>L+) ,

(6.73a)

cfL(E>) = (?LY(E'L) ,

(6.73b)

where the coefficients Cf and & are functions of the incident neutron energy and of the
oscillator mode energy, as shown in Eqs (6.60) and (6.61), and the function Y(£") is
expressed by
"4/i*

lie
— w)

a

a

erf [V( l-

(6.74)

where £" is the generalized notation used for the fictitious incident neutron energies E'
and E' .

• THE LOWEST FREQUENCY MODES OF THE TOTAL SCATTERING CROSS SECTION

The concept of the wide phonon spectrum has been introduced into the description of
the scattering kernel oJE',E) for the incident neutron energies E' in the vicinity of the
lowest frequency (O modes of the oscillators. This influences also the expressions for the
total scattering cross section a (£").
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The principal term o~°(E') and the phonon annihilation correction o^ (£") of the
S L*

S

cross section are still formally described by the relationships obtained above, Eqs (6.71) and
(6.73a) with (6.74), respectively. Only the switching functions PAE') have to be used in
the form corresponding to the wide phonon spectrum case, Eq. (6.24), instead of the general
formula. This concerns the parameters, n, v, T, which appear in the relationships [cf. Eqs
(6.71), (6.73a), (6.74), and definitions given Eqs (6.29) - (6.31)].
The expression for the phonon creation term a AE') have to be obtained separately
[Gillette and Granada (1994)]. An integration of the kernel a^L(E',E)

leads in this case to

the following formula:

0

for E'< j!w)L ,

G AE')

*

T

for i

(1+ n.)-2y/7tn - 5 -

,

(6.75)

1+2JUV+JU

0

for E'> huor ,

where G (£") has been defined in Eq. (6.67).

6.5. Average cosine of the scattering angle
In an isotropic medium the angular dependence of the scattering kernel
-»Q, E'-^E)
is determined by the cosine of the angle 6 between the scattering
directions Q ' and Q. in the laboratory system, Eq. (6.10), which corresponds to:

oAE)
b(E') =

aJE')
(6.76)

a(E)
S

(cf. Eq. (2.29)). The total scattering cross section a(E') within the formalism of Granada's
synthetic model can be always obtained as an analytical expression, Eqs (6.70) - (6.74). The
first-order term o.(E'), however, is available in a fully analytical form only when the
description of the scatterer is simplified to the free proton gas model. The problem was
treated in details and some semi-analytical formulae for a general case were given by Gillette
and Granada (1996). Usually, the easiest way to get the average cosine of the scattering
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angle as a function of the incident neutron energy is to calculate numerically integrals in Eq.
(6.76). The kernels oQ{E',E) and a } (£',£) in Eq. (6.76) are taken for the entire molecule,
i.e. summed over contributions of the individual kernels of all nuclei present in the molecule
(cf. Eq. (6.14)).
An application of Eq. (6.76) is especially important in the case of hydrogenous media.
Scattering properties of hydrogen atoms bound in the molecule are strongly dependent on a
character of the binding. The relationships offered by the Synthetic Model have to be used to
find a good description of the energy dependence of the average cosine of the scattering
angle. The common formula, b(E') = const = 2/(3A), is for hydrogen valid only as a limit
in the moderation range. When thermal neutrons are scattered on the bound hydrogen atoms
the value of the average cosine depends on the neutron energy and varies from b (£')—> 0
at E' -> 0 to bH(E') -> 2/(3A) at the energy E' being of the order of electron-volts. It is
also necessary to remember that the hydrogen kernels cr(E',E)

differ from one compound

to another and even in one molecule more than one type of the function GAE',E)

can exist

depending on a complexity of the molecular structure.

• TRANSPORT CROSS SECTION

When the scattering cosine b(E') is known the transport cross section of the material
under consideration is available:
a(E') = [l-b(E')]a(E') ,

(6.77)

which has to be known to define the thermal neutron diffusion properties of the material.
The neutron diffusion coefficient D as a function of the incident neutron energy is
expressed (cf. Eq. (2.27)) by the macroscopic transport cross section S (£')• For a material
which consists of single type nuclei the cross section S (£') is simply related to the
microscopic one, defined in Eq. (6.77):
Z(E') = ila(Ef) = X[l-b(E')]o(E'),
II

IF

(6.78)

S

where M is the volume concentration of the nuclei characterized by the cross section
<T (£"). For a more complex medium (a chemical compound, or a mixture of compounds) a
relation between the macroscopic cross section S (£") and the individual microscopic ones
a .(£") is also available (cf. Eq. (4.1)) and substitutes then Eq. (6.78). The energy
dependence of the diffusion coefficient D(E') has to be known to calculate for a given
medium the thermal neutron pulsed parameters, i.e. the diffusion constant Do and the
diffusion cooling coefficient C (cf. Chapter 2).
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• HIGHER-ORDER AVERAGE COSINES

Higher-order expressions can be needed in certain considerations on the thermal
neutron transport in the matter. For example, the coefficient bAE') appears in calculation
of the transport correction C to the diffusion cooling coefficient, Eq. (2.32). A
generalization results from Eq. (6.9):

J°° a (E',E) &E

b (£') = 2
"
.
"
T ao{E',E) d£

(6.79)

The formalism of Granada's synthetic model offers a method to obtain the energy transfer
kernel o (E',E) of any order n. The calculation is laborious, particularly concerning the
phononic terms, as it has been seen at the zeroth- and first-order expressions. Fortunately,
the functions b (£") are ratios of functions c (£')• Thus, it possible to use an
approximation in which the phononic terms, which have character of a correction, are
neglected. Then:
J00 cr°(E',E) d£
b (E') - 2
J aQ(E ,E) d£

,

(6.80)

where only the principal terms of the scattering kernel [Eqs (6.11), (6.13)] are present,
defined in Eq. (6.35).
An approximate value of bJJE') can be estimated as follows. If we assume that the
anisotropy of the system is completely described by the linear term in the Legendre
expansion of the double differential scattering cross section, then from the second-order
onwards all the coefficients must be zero. As the Legendre polynomial PAx) = \{7>x2 — 1),
it follows that ratio cr(E',E)/(7(E',E)
approaches 1 ^ (especially when E is not close to
E') and b can be approximated by this value [Drozdowicz and Gillette (1999)].
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7. CALCULATIONS USING GRANADA'S SYNTHETIC SCATTERING MODEL
7.1. Sensitivity of calculated thermal neutron parameters to variants in Granada's
model
Since the time when Granada's synthetic scattering model for slow neutrons was
created it has been used to calculate for a few hydrogenous materials the thermal neutron
diffusion parameters, including also the approximate diffusion cooling coefficient C [e.g.
Granada (1985b), Granada et al. (1987b)]. Later the model was applied to a calculation of
the diffusion cooling coefficient C by Author [Drozdowicz (1992b)], using Nelkin's
approach to C, and by Dede et al. (1996), using the P3L4 approximation to simulate the
pulsed experiment. In those calculations a sensitivity of the obtained values to some minor
variations in the Synthetic Model was stated. Moreover, in the recent decade the model was
still being developed in certain details, which are summarized in Chapter 6. No systematic
overview has been published how particular variations in the model can affect final results of
calculations. Here Author investigates the influence of those variants on the calculation of
the thermal neutron material parameters in order to establish the best variant (at least the
most appropriate for this calculation). As the example, Plexiglas is used which is a
hydrogenous material characterized by a quite complex molecule in respect to thermal
neutron scattering. Some thermal neutron parameters are considered as a function of the
neutron energy: the energy transfer scattering kernel, the microscopic scattering cross
section, the average cosine of the scattering angle, the transport cross section, etc. If the
kernels o" (£",£) and a (Ef ,E) are found the related magnitudes can be calculated, that is
the total scattering cross section <J(£") and the average cosine of the scattering angle
b(E'). Then the transport cross section a (£") and the diffusion coefficient D(E') are
available. When these parameters are known it is easy to get their Maxwellian averages for
an infinite medium. It is also possible to calculate the pulsed parameters which describe a
decay of the thermal neutron flux in a finite homogeneous medium after the neutron pulse
(the average absorption rate, the diffusion constant, the diffusion cooling coefficient). The
calculated functions and values are compared to experimental quantities.

7.1.1. Variants of the energy transfer scattering kernel in the frame of the Model
The zeroth- and first-order scattering kernels are calculated from Eqs (6.11), (6.13) with
the subsequent relevant detailed formulae presented in Chapter 6. Generally, the energy
transfer cross section should fulfill the detailed balance condition:
oiE',E)M(E') = c*E,E')M(E) .

(7.1)
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Unforunately, the condition (7.1) is not kept exactly in the basic formalism of Granada's
Synthetic Model due to a use of effective parameters and of fictitious incident neutron
energies in the phononic terms. (The fictitious energy E'+ is dependent on the real incident
neutron energy E' and on the energies tuw of internal oscillator modes). For a further
calculation let us now define the following variants of the Synthetic Model.

(i) Pure Model scattering kernel, ° a , according to the first idea:
0M

(T (£',£) = { Eqs (6.52), (6.55), (6.59) with (6.21), (6.22) } .

(7.2)

The kernels are then calculated from the original formulae of Granada's model for the
downscattering (£" > £), upscattering (E' < E), and elastic scattering {E' = E) of neutrons.
A later version, say

a , which contains an improvement related to a shape of the

frequency spectrum in the vicinity of M)

for the lowest modes (the so-called wide phonon

spectrum) is now in use:
M

Gn(E',E)

= { Eqs (6.52), (6.55), (6.59) with [(6.21), (6.22)] or (6.24) } ,

(7.3)

where the formalism of the model is kept unchanged and only the formulae for the switching
functions, ° M P (£") and M P (£')> which control a contribution of the lowest modes L, are
Li
different.
LM

(ii) Scattering kernel

a

symmetrized by the detailed balance condition:
M

a(E'

B

On(E',E)

= <j

,E)

for E' > E

"

(7.4)

M

<7 (E, E') M(E)IM{E')

with

a (£",£•)

obtained according to definition (7.3). The kernel

however, to the tot
total scattering cross section
dependence. Hence:

(iii)

for E' < E

Balanced scattering kernel

o{E')

a^(£",£)

which deviates from the true

a re-normalized by the total scattering cross section,

where the correction is introduced into the main diagonal of the energy transfer matrix:
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leads,

E+e

E+e

W

[ CT (E',E) d£ = f Bcx (£',£) dE+[Ma {E')-Bo
J
E-e

n

j
E-e

sn

n

where e is the vicinity of the energy E, and

(£')] for£ = £', (7.5)
sn

M

cr ( £ ' ) andBcr ( £ ' ) are the n-order total

scattering cross sections obtained from the kernels Ma (£",£) and B <J (£",£), respectively.
Eq. (7.5) for numerical purposes in the calculation of the kernels in an energy mesh is
represented by
W

(pf p \
n m k

<T

W

—

B

(Fr p \
n m K

far

/T

B
anK(E',E,)AE,
= BCTn(E',E,)t£,
+Ma n(E')o
v
m k
k
m k' k
m

F' ^ F
mx k 1

(£')

n m

^7 A^

for £ 'm= E,k

where AE is the ± ^A£ interval around E , corresponding to the energy mesh in which
the kernel

a {E',E) has been calculated.

7.1.2. Calculated thermal neutron parameters on example of Plexiglas
Plexiglas, i.e. poly(methyl methacrylate), has been chosen by Author for the test
calculation because there was a need to determine its parameters and it has a quite complex
molecule [Wunderlich and Baur (1970)] which contains hydrogen:
H

CHL

-{-{•H

C = O

(7.7a)

O

From the point of view of the Synthetic Model, two types of hydrogen atoms are
distinguished in the structural formula, considering their neighbourhood. Let us denote them
as H" and H'" in the CH2 and CH3 groups, respectively. A contribution from comparable
heavy atoms of carbon and oxygen can be included by an average atom, say Q. This creates
the following stoichiometric formula:
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which is useful to obtain the scattering kernel for the molecule when the individual kernels
for particular atoms have been obtained. The input parameters (the microscopic cross sections
and the molecular characteristic frequencies and effective masses) used in the calculation are
quoted in the next Section 7.2 where the final results for Plexiglas are presented.
There are no available experimental data of Plexiglas neither for the slow-neutron
scattering function S(a,j3) nor for the energy transfer kernel o{E',E). Only an indirect
reference for the Synthetic Scattering Model is possible. The total scattering cross section
a (£') was measured with two independent methods, by Drozdowicz (1989b) (in a limited
thermal neutron energy interval) and by Sibona et al. (1991) (in a wider slow neutron energy
range). The experiments coincide very well. Therefore, the thermal neutron energy-dependent total scattering cross section a(E') and the diffusion constant Do calculated
while using the distinguished variants in the Synthetic Model can be compared to the
experimental data.
• THE SCATTERING CROSS SECTION AND THE DIFFUSION CONSTANT

The total scattering cross section for Plexiglas is presented in Fig. 7.1.
experimental data

o(E')

The

are taken from Drozdowicz (1989b) and Sibona et al. (1991).

S

The cross section

oM

o(E')

has been obtained from the kernel

oM

cr (£',£) and follows

very well the experiment. For a comparison the cross section o(E')
obtained from the
free gas model is also plotted. It is very far from the true energy dependence of the cross
section.
A small improvement of the calculated cross section is shown in Fig. 7.2 where the
functions

and °Ma(E')

<T(E')
S

o{E',E)

are compared. This means that the Synthetic Model

S

reproduces very well the experimental cross section o{E').

A disadvantage is,

as mentioned, that the Model does not precisely fulfill the detailed balance condition (7.1).
The balanced kernel

aJE',E)

from Eq. (7.4) gives in turn the scattering cross section

R

P

a (£") which deviates from the experimental dependence
S

a (E') as shown in Fig. 7.3.
o

The kernel

W

aJE',E)

scattering cross section

in Eq. (7.6) has been re-normalized by the Model total

a (£") because it was stated that
S

M

<7(£') = E <r(£') .
s

(7.8)

s

Therefore, the kernel aJE' ,E) by definition itself returns again the total scattering cross
section in agreement with experiments, as plotted in Fig. 7.4.
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A further test would be how the Model represents the average cosine of the scattering
angle as a function of energy, b(E). Such a comparison to the experimental data for some
media was presented by the authors of the synthetic scattering model [Gillette et al. (1989)].
The experimental dependence for Plexiglas does not exist. Therefore I propose here a check
by a relation to another experimental parameter available, namely to the measured diffusion
constant D o . Theoretically it is obtained from Eq. (2.25) and includes the zeroth- and
first-order kernels, (x^E'.E) and a{(E\E)
[cf. Eqs (2.27), (6.77), (6.76), (6.69)]. The
calculated average cosine of the scattering angle, which is defined by those kernels, is
plotted in Fig. 7.5. A difference between the variants

W

B
B

ib(£")
and Wfc(£")
is small and the
i
fc

respective Maxwellian averages are very close: (BBb) = 0.2047 and

= 0.2015, which
corresponds well to the experimental value usually estimated roughly for hydrogenous media
as (b) ~ 0.2. The cosine

b(E')

obtained from the free gas model is far from them and

gives unphysical value (Fb) = 0.3556. Results of a calculation of the diffusion constant Do
within the investigated variants are listed in Table 7.1 where also the experimental value is
quoted.

C
CO

o
o
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<
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Fig. 7.5. Calculated average cosine of the scattering angle for Plexiglas.
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Table 7.1. Calculated diffusion constant for Plexiglas
[Drozdowicz (1997)].
Variant of kernels
r.(E',E)
0N

Do
[cm2 s-i]

V (E' E)

37 601

M

n

(T (Ef E)

37 292

\(E\E)
™°n{E',E)

38 175
37 292

Experimenta )

37 312

F

72 654

an(E',E)

a

) Drozdowicz and Woznicka (1987)

Although the diffusion constant D o involves the zeroth- and first-order scattering
kernels it is a weak test for them because it is a double integrated value. Possible
inaccuracies in the theoretical model can be partly compensated internally by themselves.
The differences obtained between the values from different variants of the Model are smaller
than 2.5 per cent. A perfect agreement of the calculation with the experimental result is
observed while using the variant a (£" ,E) of the scattering kernels. The value D o is
false, of course, which should have been expected from the behaviour of the calculated cross
section a (£") and scattering cosine b(E') (cf. Figs 7.1 and 7.5).

•

THE DIFFUSION COOLING COEFFICIENT

The calculated diffusion cooling coefficient C is much more sensitive not only to the
variant of the Model assumed but also to some numerical parameters (as the used total range
of energy and the energy mesh). The coefficient C has been calculated by the three
methods shown in Chapter 2: CD+Ct from Eqs (2.30) and (2.32), CQ from Eq. (2.37), and
Cv
K.

from Eq. (2.39). The results using the variants

M

CT (£",£), Ba (E',E) and Wa
n

n

(E',E)
n

p

of the scattering kernels are compared. The free gas kernel a (£" ,E) was earlier shown to
be inadequate for the Plexiglas molecule when the total cross section and the diffusion
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constant were considered. It was used here in the calculation of the diffusion cooling
coefficient to show how the result obtained within this simple model is far from those
obtained from the Synthetic Model which includes the influence of the molecular motions.
A set of values of the diffusion cooling coefficient C has been calculated [Drozdowicz
(1997)] within the variants mentioned above, for the E' and E energy range in the interval
[E , E 1. The lower energy limit varied from from E = 2-10" 4 eV to E = 2-10~3 eV,
while the upper one was always Egg= I eV. The influence of the low energy cut-off E on
the calculated values of the coefficients CL and CD is shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The
dependences

M>B>W>F

CR
'B

= Cn(EJ

are additionally plotted in Fig. 7.6. A strong sensitivity of

the result M C
CDD to a change of E
the calculation).

is observed (i.e. when the unbalanced kernel is used in

Table 7.2. Component CL [craV 1 ] of the diffusion cooling coefficient
as a function of the low energy cut-off E [after Drozdowicz (1997)].

Ez [eV]
0.0002
0.0005
0.001
0.002

"Co
4313
3449
3455
3683

5191
5191
5195
5212

4353
4359
4358
4375

9388
9387
9391
9413

Table 7.3. Diffusion cooling coefficient CD [cm4s-1] as a function of the
a

low energy cut-off [after Drozdowicz (1997)].

Ez [eV]

C

0.0002
0.0005
0.001
0.002

4108
4110
4114
4131

C

B
4735
4737
4744
4766

B

3918
3920
3925
3945

^B
8492
8502
8526
8599
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The value of the second order coefficient bAE') is approximated by l/3 (cf. Section
6.5). The component C has been also calculated [Drozdowicz (1997)] at slightly different
values of b to estimate the influence of its inaccuracy. A sensitivity of the final result C =
CD+C. to a value of this coefficient is shown Fig. 7.7. The numbers are given in Table 7.4
from which it is visible that a change of b from !/3 to 0.3 makes a greater difference
(3.3%) in the case of the unbalanced model, and a lower one (2.7%) in the case of the model

Table 7.4. Sensitivity of the component C [cm4s->] and of the total diffusion
cooling coefficient C [cm4s~1] to the coefficient b [after Drozdowicz (1997)].

M
2

c

\

0.3333
0.3

809
668

1119
956

b

80

B

809
668

4257
4115

C

6310
6147

W

C

5162
5021
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O
+
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cf
11
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Coefficient
Fig. 7.7. Sensitivity of the diffusion cooling coefficient C = C D +C t to parameter

Values of the diffusion cooling coefficient C after Kazarnovskii's method has also
been calculated [Drozdowicz (1997)] within the three variants of the Synthetic Model. The
constant scattering cosine b = 0.225 returns in the calculation the correct value of the
C

diffusion constant Do, which is not the case while using b = (b). The results CL are
very far from the others, as well from those calculated here as from experimental ones (cf.
Chapter 3). In any case, they are equal to about 20% of a probable value, which means that
this method cannot be used for hydrogenous media.
7.1.3. Conclusions
Granada's synthetic scattering model in its basic formalism (including the concept of
the wide phonon spectrum for the lowest TuoL modes) produces the energy transfer
scattering kernels

M

cr (£",£)

scattering cross section

which give the theoretical energy dependence of the total

cr(£") coinciding very well with the experimental data (cf. Fig.
S

7.2). Also the calculated diffusion constant Do is then in a perfect agreement with the
experimental value (cf. Table 7.1). The two observations suggests that also the dependence of
the average cosine of the scattering angle b{E') on energy is determined correctly (As
mentioned, there is no experimental reference for it). Unfortunately, this version of the
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model does not fulfill automatically the detailed balance condition. The forced condition, as
applied by Sibona et al. (1991), creates the balanced kernels
deviations in the calculated cross section

o{E')

7.3 and Table 7.1). The scattering kernels

a (E',E)

which lead to

and the diffusion constant

Do (see Fig.

a (E',E) re-normalized in the way defined in

Eq. (7.6) keep the detailed balance and return again the proper functions

a (£') =
S

W

M

W

a (£")
o

M

and 6(£') = b(E'), and the value D 0 = D 0 (see Figs 7.2 and 7.4, and Table 7.1).
This allows to suppose that also the diffusion cooling coefficient C should be determined

"**

w
better when the variant

o (E',E)

is used. Another indirect confirmation results from a

n

comparison of the behaviour of the values

C

and

C

calculated as a function of the

W

low energy cut-off E . The

B

C value is much more stable (cf. Fig. 7.6). The

C n value

should be rejected because the values and functions used in its calculation within variant
a (E',E) are incorrect.
Any functions and values obtained within the free gas model
a (E',E) were
calculated only as an example how false could be the results if the influence of hydrogen
bindings in the molecule is neglected.
Concerning numerical parameters of the calculation, a more dense energy mesh is
necessary to calculate the diffusion cooling coefficient CL than that which is sufficient in
the case of the total scattering cross section a (E) or the diffusion coefficients, D(E) and
Do. Four logarithmic decades, (10~4 +1) eV, are sufficient for the calculations of the
presented type when the energy mesh is used that assures at least 100 intervals in the decade
around the energy corresponding to the maximum of the Maxwellian [Drozdowicz (1997)].
The low energy limit for Granada's synthetic scattering model seems to be in the interval E
G (5 10-4, 10-3) eV. On the other hand, the low energy cut-off E higher than 10~3 eV
leads to neglecting a significant part of the thermal neutron energy interval and affects the
calculation as it results from Tables 7.2 and 7.3.

7.2. Diffusion cooling coefficient for thermal neutrons in Plexiglas
The thermal neutron diffusion cooling coefficient C is a macroscopic material
parameter which is needed for a description of the decay of the thermal neutron pulse in a
finite medium, and gives information on the diffusion cooling of the thermal neutron
spectrum §(E) in the medium. Experimental results from various measurements for
Plexiglas have been presented in Section 3.1. The results for the absorption cross section and
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the diffusion constant are in good agreement. Unfortunately, the values of the diffusion
cooling coefficient differ. Here, a theoretical calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient
for Plexiglas is performed. A method for the calculation of the parameter has been presented
in Section 2.2. The formula used utilizes other thermal neutron parameters and the cooling
function $JE) which describes the deviation of the neutron spectrum in a bounded system
from the distribution in an infinite one. The energy dependence of the function is obtained
numerically (Chapter 5) from relations which result from the eigenvalue problem of the
scattering operator when both the decay constant and the energy spectrum of the thermal
neutron flux are developed in powers of the geometric buckling B2.
The diffusion cooling coefficient C has been calculated using the definitions of the
thermal neutron parameters given in Section 2.2:
C - from Eqs (2.30) - (2.32),
Do - from Eq. (2.25),
D(E) - from Eq. (2.27),
E — using the — dependence.
The cooling function <L(£), which appears in equation (2.30) for C , has been computed
in the way derived in Chapter 5. Subroutines from Press et al. (1988) were utilized to obtain
the inverse matrix A"1 in equation (5.30). They were adjusted to the present calculation by
changing the FORTRAN original variables to double precision.
The energy transfer scattering kernel has to be known for the calculation. Granada's
synthetic scattering model (Chapter 6) is here used. The version most adequate for the
purpose has been established in tests referred in the preceding section. The model

o{E',£),

Eq. (7.6), is used.
The structure of the Plexiglas molecule, shown in formula (7.7a), leads to a distinction
of two types of scattering hydrogen nuclei, H" and H'", resulting from different
neighbourhoods of the atoms. Granada and co-workers [Sibona et al. (1991)] created the
input parameters for the Synthetic Model for Plexiglas, based on data available for acrylic
polymers [Bu et al. (1987)]. The parameters which define the frequency spectrum of the
molecule [formula (7.7b)] are listed in Table 7.5. Values of the microscopic cross sections
used, after Mughabghab et al. (1981) and Koester and Yelon (J1982), are given in Table 7.6.
The zeroth-and first-order energy transfer scattering kernels, o{E',E) and
o(E',E),
have been constructed according to the up-dated formalism of Granada's synthetic scattering
model, summarized in Chapter 6. The matrix elements for the down-scattering have been
obtained directly from basic formulae of the Synthetic Model and those for the up-scattering
process have been found utilizing the detailed balance condition. A re-normalization of this
forced symmetrical model has been applied by the total scattering cross section obtained still
within the theoretical formalism of the Synthetic Model, as shown in Section 7.1. The
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calculation has been performed for the temperature of 20 °C and the density of Plexiglas Q
= 1.18gcm-3.

Table 7.5. Molecular frequency characteristics for Plexiglas [Sibona et al. (1991)].

ruoL
L
1
2
3
4
5

[eV]

[eV]

0.022
0.045
0.090
0.155
0.335

0.001
0.002
0.010
0.018
0.018

H"
16.26
10000.
12.0
1.972
2.958

H'"

Q

36.87
5.84
10000.
2.40
2.67

17.65
10000.
210.
532.13
354.75

Table 7.6. Microscopic cross sections used in the calculation.

o-b[barn]
o0[barn]

H

C

O

81.67

5.564

4.234

0.00353

0.00019

0.3326

The C component of the diffusion cooling coefficient has been obtained from Eq.
(2.30). The second one, C, has been given in Eq. (2.32). There the coefficient b (E),
defined in Eq. (2.33), can be approximated by b (£) = !/3, as said in Section 6.5.
The diffusion cooling coefficient has also been calculated using the approximation C ,
Eq. (2.37).
The final result of the calculation, the diffusion cooling coefficient, is affected mainly
by two factors. The first one is the scattering kernel model assumed and the second one is
the numerical accuracy of computation. An influence of some minor variants of the
Synthetic Scattering Model on the calculated thermal neutron cross sections and other
parameters has been discussed by Drozdowicz (1997) where also numerical conditions of the
calculation have been established. In the present work the following calculational parameters
have been used. The thermal neutron energy interval: Ez = 5-10~4 eV, E = 1 eV; the
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energy mesh for the neutron scattering £ ' - > £ , : logarithmic, 400x400. The value of the
ft

/C

calculated diffusion cooling coefficient CL is sensitive to accuracy of the function <|>2(£)
determined. Therefore, the accuracy of the matrix solution X obtained in Eq. (5.31) has
been carefully tested by a check of the original matrix equation (5.29) in the way presented
in Eqs (5.32) - (5.34). The results of the calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient are
presented in Table 7.7. The C component has been calculated not only for the assumed
value of the coefficient b = V3 but also for b =0.3, to estimate the inaccuracy due to the
approximation used. The result at b = 0 can be considered as a limit example only because
this b value corresponds to isotropic scattering which is not the case of Plexiglas, and other
quantities in Eq. (2.31) maintain anisotropy through b(E) * 0. The correction C is small in
comparison to the C , as expected. Its variation is quite strongly dependent on the
coefficient b . The final result obtained, C = 5162 c m V , can be regarded as about 150
c r a V accurate, taking into account the uncertainty in the C value shown in Table 7.7.
This corresponds to about 3 per cent relative accuracy. The approximate diffusion cooling
coefficient C g gives a result over 20 per cent too low.

Table 7.7. Calculated diffusion cooling coefficient [craV 1 ] for Plexiglas at 20 °C.

c

3920

c

4353

h
).
( 0.3
0.3333

e
-180
668
809

r
4173
5021
5162

the accepted case

The calculated value of the diffusion cooling coefficient seems to be quite probable
when compared to the experimental results obtained from the measurements which were
performed with a high accuracy (cf. Table 3.2 in Section 3.1). For another comparison,
theoretical results obtained by other authors are collected in Table 7.8. In each calculation
the scattering kernel was used which followed the basic formalism of Granada's synthetic
scattering model. The variants applied are specified in the table, the abbreviation 'w.ph.s.'
means using a concept of the wide phonon spectrum for the lowest modes of the frequency
characteristics. Information on the method of calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient
is also included, where symbols C , C and C correspond to the notation used in this
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Table 7.8. Other theoretical values of the diffusion cooling coefficient.
Reference
Sibona et a/.(1991)
Dede et al. (1996)
Drozdowicz (1997)

C [cmV 1 ]

4150
5201
5988
6310
4734

Method

Variant of the kernel

c
C
C

A

D+Ct
B

detailed balance enforced
a posteriori symmetrization
w.ph.s, balanced, not re-normalized
w.ph.s, balanced, not re-normalized

paper. C. denotes a method in which the authors calculated the thermal neutron decay
constant A in cylindrical variable geometry to simulate the classic buckling experiment and
determined from it the thermal neutron parameters, including the diffusion cooling
coefficient. In any method, a high influence of the scattering kernel model on the calculated
diffusion cooling coefficient is observed. The values obtained with the approximate method
C R are always significantly lower.

7.3. Diffusion cooling coefficient for thermal neutrons in polyethylene
Another common hydrogenous moderator for neutrons is polyethylene, with repeating
molecular unit — CH2 — . In experiments it is often treated equivalently with paraffin, which
contains a much shorter closed string: CnH2n+2 • Typically n = 30+10, and therefore
different types of paraffin differ slightly, in respect of the hydrogen contents. In spite to a
very common use, only a few measurements or calculations were made for these moderators,
especially considering a determination of the thermal neutron diffusion cooling coefficient C
with a high accuracy. Here Author presents the calculation of the parameter C, following
Nelkin's theory (see Section 2.2), applying Granada's synthetic scattering model (see Sections
6.2 - 6.5), and using the solution for the cooling function presented in Chapter 5. For a
comparison, the approximate value C (see Section 2.3) has been also calculated. A work
to determine the diffusion cooling coefficient with the C, method (see Section 2.3) is going
on, basing on an computer simulation (with the MCNP code) of the variable buckling
experiment [Da.browska and Drozdowicz (1999/2000)].
The diffusion cooling coefficient, C = C +C, for polyethylene has been calculated
according to the same scheme as described in previous Section 7.2 for Plexiglas. The
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thermal neutron parameters have been used from the following definitions:
C - from Eqs (2.30) - (2.32),
D o - from Eq. (2.25),
D(E) - from Eq. (2.27),
Z — using the — dependence.
Owing to the relatively simple molecular structure of polyethylene, certain possible minor
variants of the Synthetic Scattering Model [cf. Drozdowicz (1997)] do not have a significant
influence on the results. In the present work the balance forced and re-normalized
energy-transfer scattering kernel ™o(E',E) has been used. The input parameters used in the
Synthetic Model are listed in Table 7.9. The microscopic scattering and absorption cross
sections for hydrogen and carbon, based on Mughabghab et al. (1981) and Koester and Yelon
(1982), were given in Table 7.6.

Table 7.9. Molecular frequency characteristics for polyethylene
[compiled after Granada et al. (1987c) and Gillette (1989)]

ruoL

M

L

L

Aml

[eV]

[eV]

H

C

1

0.022

0.001

21.015

21.015

2

0.090

0.020

12.0

3

0.155

0.018

1.96

435.27

4

0.355

0.018

2.985

217.65

199.5

= 14.027, MTOl = 42.081

During the calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient defined above, also other
thermal neutron parameters have to be determined. They are listed in Table 7.10 together
with values obtained by other authors for polyethylene and paraffin.
The final results of the present calculation for polyethylene, the diffusion cooling
coefficients, are collected in Table 7.11. The C correction has been calculated using the
coefficient bJE') approximated not only by b = V3 (cf. Section 6.5) but also by slightly
different values. The C results obtained are 318, 373, and 501 cm- 4 s-' with b equal to
0.3, V3, and 0.4, respectively. This suggests about 60 cm^S" 1 inaccuracy of the final result
due to the use of a (necessarily approximate) constant value for b .
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Table 7.10.
The absorption rate and and the diffusion constant for polyethylene and paraffin at 20 °C.
Reference

Method

Material

Do

Q

[g cm-3] [s-i]

[cm-2s-i]

Dio (1958)

Experim.

Paraffin

0.89

5860
±70

26 600
±500

Sjostrand et a/.(1959)

Experim.

Polyeth.

0.918

5900
±90

26 500
±600

Kiichle (1960)

Experim.

Paraffin

0.87

5620
±150

27 000
±900

Griffing (1968)

Theory*)

Polyeth.

0.914

5761

27 799

Granada et al. (1987c)

Experim.

Polyeth.

0.92

—

27 015
±155

Granada et al. (1987c)

Theory

Polyeth.

0.92

5821

27 133

This work

Theory

Polyeth.

0.92

5811

26 553

*) at 22 °C

Table 7.11.
Thermal neutron diffusion cooling coefficient [cm"4 S"1] of polyethylene at 20 °C.
Theory

Experiment

Reference
C,

cB

c,D

C

D+C.

Sjostrand et al. (1959)

2600
±800

Griffing (1968)

2368

—

—

—

Granada et al. (1987c)

—

2422

—

—

This work

—

2160

2543

2916
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Theoretical results by other authors are also shown in Table 7.11. Griffing (1968) used
in his approach, C,, the McMurry's (1965) kernel to calculate the decay constants A as a
function of the geometric buckling, and the diffusion cooling coefficient C, was determined
from the three-parameter fit of Eq. (2.15). Generally, all the theoretical results although
scattered are not severely discrepant. The difference between the present result C and that
obtained by Granada et al. (1987c) comes from slightly different input parameters, and
probably the idea of the wide phonon spectrum (cf. Section 6.3.1) was not used in that early
work, and the variant of the model is unknown (considering the systematics discussed in
Section 7.1.1). The only experimental value C for polyethylene was obtained by Sjostrand
et a/.(1959). The present result (C +CX based on the best available theoretical approach,
coincides with that value. However, a conclusion is that a new high-accuracy measurement
for polyethylene would be desirable, in order to properly test the models and approximations
involved in the theoretical prediction of the diffusion cooling coefficient.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The main achievement of this work is the uniform description of the transport
characteristics of the thermal neutron group in a medium, taking into account the energy flux
distribution, in the specific case, namely when:
i) a finite volume of the system is considered (in particular of a size between tens and
a few transport mean free paths);
ii) the medium contains hydrogenous components.
In this respect the work is a significant contribution to the description of the thermal neutron
field in this case. As till now, the above conditions were treated somehow separately. Item
(i) means that the thermal neutron leakage from the system has to be taken into account. The
diffusion cooling occurs and the energy distribution of thermal neutrons in the finite system
is different from the equilibrium distribution in the infinite medium. The thermal neutron
diffusion cooling coefficient C includes an effect of this phenomenon. Item (ii) means that
the neutron scattering cross section £ (£) and the average cosine of the scattering angle
S

b{E) are subject to a strong energy dependence in the thermal neutron energy region. When
the two conditions appear together, the calculation of the energy averaged parameters
becomes difficult. The determination of the diffusion cooling coefficient creates a particular
problem. The coefficient C is dependent on the neutron scattering properties and on the
change of the energy distribution. The energy distribution is, in turn, dependent on the
thermal neutron scattering kernel.
The diffusion cooling coefficient C was usually calculated under the assumption that
the thermal neutron energy distribution in the finite medium is still approximated by the
Maxwellian distribution, M(E), as in an infinite system. Only the neutron temperature Tn is
assumed different from the temperature T of the medium. Although this assumption is
justified if the system is quite large, it gives a relatively simple method for calculation of the
approximate coefficient C. The approach was used even in the last decade [e.g. Sibona et
al. (1991)]. When small systems are considered the thermal neutron energy distribution (j>(£)
cannot be well described by the shifted Maxwellian, M(E; Tn). The consistent analysis of
Nelkin (1960a) has to be used. This is especially important for the hydrogenous media, in
which the strong energy dependence of the scattering properties, Z(£'—»£), strongly
influences the thermal neutron energy distribution ((>(£) = f(B2, $ (£)). Moreover, the
energy dependences for hydrogen,

a (E)

and

b (E),

are individual for different

hydrogenous media.
In this work the circumstances mentioned above have been included into the theoretical
consideration and the obtained solutions are presented.
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Also a well defined correspondence has been obtained between the results of pulsed
thermal neutron experiments (mainly D o and Q for hydrogenous media and the calculated
scattering parameters (as 2 S (E'), b(E'), (D(E')), Q, starting from the energy transfer
scattering kernel
A comprehensive description has been obtained, which takes into account the existence
of the thermal neutron energy distribution in the finite system and connects together
— the basic theory of the decaying thermal neutron pulse, using the buckling approximation
for the time decay and for the energy distribution,
— methods of theoretical calculation of the thermal neutron parameters (especially Author's
solution in the calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient CL),
— a new synthetic scattering model for hydrogenous media (including its tests by Author),
— the interpretation of thermal neutron experiments (pulsed and transmission measurements).
The work is completed with the description of the experiments for a chosen hydrogenous
material (Plexiglas) and with the use of the synthetic scattering kernel in calculations for two
hydrogenous materials (Plexiglas, polyethylene). It shows in particular how thermal neutron
scattering in hydrogenous media can be considered from the macroscopic point of view. Still
the diffusion approach is very useful but the implications of items (i) and (ii) have to be
included. To summarize:
1) Thermal neutrons have the energy distribution <j)(£), which is dependent on the
material properties and on geometry of the system. For the thermal neutron flux integrated
over the scattering directions Q. the assumption of the separability of the energy dependence
and other dependences, 0(r) and <j(H», is maintained.
2) The approach to the diffusion equation differs from the single-velocity case, in
which the average velocity and parameters at this velocity would be used. Here,
energy-averaged magnitudes of different types are defined, like (Z(£T)), (1/Z(£)), (l/t>),
and others.
3) Theoretical scattering kernel is applied to the condensed hydrogenous media that due
to their molecular structure can be treated as molecular gases.
Finally, a uniform correspondence is obtained between the microscopic
energy-dependent cross sections, macroscopic energy-dependent and integral thermal neutron
parameters for infinite media, and the corresponding parameters in finite volumes and the
parameters measured in pulsed experiments.
As mentioned, a good theoretical description of the macroscopic neutron scattering in
hydrogenous media is a difficult task because the scattering properties of different'
hydrogenated molecules are different. Granada's synthetic scattering model, which has been
intensively developed in the last decade, offers the same general formalism for various
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hydrogenous substances, which are considered as molecular gases. In this work a unified
description of the complete formalism in its updated version has been summarized. The
influence of possible variants of the model on the calculated thermal neutron parameters
[LS(E), b(E), D(E), Do, C, etc.] has been systematically tested and presented.
The used synthetic scattering model includes explicitly the temperature T of the
system. Hence a possibility exists to obtain values of the macroscopic thermal neutron
parameters in different temperatures. Old approximations [Kozhevnikov (1963)] are too
rough in this respect.
A special care has been taken of the diffusion cooling coefficient C, both in the
experimental and theoretical approach. The diffusion cooling coefficient can be found
apparently easily from a pulsed neutron experiment. In this work the related problems have
been highlighted in Chapter 3. There it is shown that a particular attention has to be paid to
the problem of the extrapolation distance d which at small sizes of samples influences
strongly the value of the geometric buckling B2. The difference between the extrapolation
lengths for the energy-independent I and dependent {I (£)> transport mean free paths is
pointed. The high-accuracy of isolation of the fundamental decay constant X$ from the
decay curve is necessary to obtain a good accuracy of the fitted parameters, especially the
diffusion cooling coefficient C and the correction term F. It is also necessary to consider
then the buckling range used. When the correction F is neglected, a mean value of (C —
FB2) rather than the diffusion cooling coefficient is determined from the experiment. In
spite of this inaccuracy, such mean value can be sometimes more adequate for other
applications in which a development only to term CB4 is used.
The theoretical calculation of the diffusion cooling coefficient is based on Nelkin's
analysis of the decay of a thermal neutron pulse. A problem is to find the second term,
<L(£), m the development of the neutron energy distribution (j>(£) in B2 powers. The
Author elaborated a method to obtain numerically the function §JE). Therefore, the method
is general and easy to use with various energy transfer scattering kernels, given as a matrix.
In this way also a possibility is obtained to test theoretical models of thermal neutron
scattering. The calculated diffusion cooling coefficient C is sensitive to the scattering
model used and a comparison to en experimental result can give the information on the
model, provided that the experimental data are accurate. Here it seems that new pulsed
experiments should be done for at least a few hydrogenous materials to obtain the data on the
required accuracy level.
Because of the peculiarity of thermal neutron scattering on hydrogen in molecular
structures it always can happen that a calculation deals with a material for which the
appropriate data are lacking. The author elaborated a way to get in such a case some
knowledge of the transport properties of the hydrogenous material. Based on the available
data, the mean effective cross sections for hydrogen a e f f have been estimated. [One has to
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remember that they have different values, o ^ i , (Pef2, o° H , (cf. Sec. 4.2), depending on a
s

s

s

type of the energy dependence for the parameter of interest, i.e. like \la (£), a (£), or
S

S

a (£Q) ]• This approach offers a possibility to calculate on a satisfactory accuracy level the
average thermal neutron parameters for any material, which contains hydrogenated molecules
for which the scattering kernel is unknown.
Apart of this approximation, further accurate calculations of the thermal neutron
diffusion parameters for other hydrogenous media are desired. The methods presented in the
paper make possible to continue theoretical investigation of the cooling characteristics for
such materials as benzene, heavy water, Dowtherm, methane, etc.
The presented approach to the thermal neutron diffusion in finite media offers also a
starting point for calculations in a more complex geometry. For example, the pulsed thermal
neutron fields in multi-region finite systems can be considered. The thermal neutron energy
distribution $(E) is dependent on the size and on the material features and, therefore,
different in each region. The results of this approach can be then utilized in a calculation,
which is based on the use of the dynamic material parameters for thermal neutrons in the
geometrical regions of the system.
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APPENDIX:
FREE GAS MODEL AS A LIMIT CASE OF GRANADA'S SYNTHETIC MODEL
When the free atom (without chemical bindings in a molecule) is considered the
phononic terms of the synthetic model disappear. Let us consider the most common
magnitudes, i.e. the energy transfer scattering kernel of order zero aJE' ,E) and the total
scattering cross section a(E'). The relevant functions tend then to the fundamental terms
only:

aQ(E',E) -» a°Q(E',E)

(A.I)

&(£') -> a°(E') ,

(A.2)

and
s

s

which gives:
o0(E',E)

= %%o°Q(E',E)

(A3)

and
CTs(E') = f^<7°(^') .

(A.4)

according to Eqs (6.50) and (6.69), (6.70).
The switching functions in this case:
PL(E') -> 0 ,

(A.5)

which involves:

r -> o ,
(A.6)
v -» 1 ,
cf. Eqs (6.28), (6.29). This leads to:
kjc - » k z0 -> 4 7 - ,
D o

/i

(A.7)

D

—> jUo —> M = A ,

(A.8)

as results from Eqs (6.18), (6.19), (6.25) - (6.27), (6.30), (6.31), and which means that the
real physical magnitudes, T and A, are now used. Including this behaviour into relationships
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being used within the synthetic model one gets the following formulae. From Eq. (6.52) for
the scattering kernel of order zero:

%{E',E) = ft

n\x

g(E',E) .

(A.9)

The mass parameters, 7] and p [Eqs (6.43), (6.44)], in the function q(E',E) [defined in Eq.
(6.53)] tend now to the corresponding parameters of the free gas model:
A + 1

(A. 10)

and
P -> Pf =

A - 1

Making also use of k xe' = E'
obtains from Eq. (A.9):

a{E',E) = crsf
u

(A.11)

and of the definition of the bound cross section a^ one

I erf[rjf Je-pfje']
2E'

l

+ sgn(A) erf[rjf Je + pfje')

+

- exp(g'- g) [erf [pf V^ - Tjf Ve 7] + sgn(A) erf [pf ^ + rjf V^ 7 ] ] }

(A. 12)

which is the formula of the free gas model [e.g. Williams (1966), p.26], where
E'
e

=

(A.13)

When the same limits [Eqs (A.5) - (A.8)] are set into formulae for the total scattering cross
section [Eqs (A.4) and (6.71)] the simple formula,

zrf[jAe' 1

l +
2Ae'

exp(-Ae')
(A. 14)

Jke'n

known from the free gas model [cf. Williams (1966)] is obtained.
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